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Abstract

Using unique real estate data that allow for accurately measured capital gains, we examine
whether sell propensities depend on the magnitude of a seller’s capital gain. We find that
short-term sell propensities are flat over losses and increasing in gains. Consistent with
their higher sell propensities, selling prices are lower for properties with larger gains.
Large-sized short-term stock investments also have sell propensities that are flat over
losses and increasing in gains, although the sell propensities of typical-sized short-term
stock investments are V-shaped. Our findings provide empirical support for theories of
realization utility.

I. Introduction

A large literature examines the impact of gains and losses on selling deci-
sions. According to the disposition effect, positions with an unrealized gain are
more likely to be sold than those with an unrealized loss (Odean (1998), Shefrin
and Statman (1985), Weber and Camerer (1998), Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean
(2007)).

The usual explanation for the disposition effect is prospect theory (Kahneman
and Tversky (1979)). However, Kaustia (2010) finds empirical evidence that
prospect theory does not explain the disposition effect. More formally, Barberis
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andXiong (2009) demonstrate that prospect theory preferences defined over annual
gains and losses do not actually predict the disposition effect. Instead, it is prefer-
ences defined over realized gains and losses that more reliably predict the dispo-
sition effect. Barberis and Xiong (2012) describe the role of realized gains and
realized losses on investor behavior by introducing realization utility. In their
theory, investors obtain utility from realizing a gain and disutility from realizing
a loss, with the realization of a larger gain yielding greater utility. This dependence
of utility on the magnitude of a seller’s gain leads to the appearance of the dispo-
sition effect. With the discounting of future losses and the disutility of losses only
occurring upon realization, investors delay selling positions with a loss until forced
to by a liquidity shock. Conversely, gains are quickly realized to experience a burst
of utility. Frydman, Barberis, Camerer, Bossaerts, and Rangel (2014) provide
experimental evidence that investors exhibit neural activity consistent with reali-
zation utility, and Kelly (2018) provides supporting evidence from the trades of
company insiders.

Empirical tests of the disposition effect typically compute the aggregate sell
propensity of all gains without conditioning on the magnitude of gains and losses
(e.g., Odean (1998)). These tests cannot determine whether the propensity to sell
depends on having a gain (vs. a loss) or the gain’s magnitude. Consequently, these
tests cannot identify the underlying channel that explains why positions with a
gain have a higher sell propensity. Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) argue that
the disposition effect implies a discontinuity in the sell propensity due to the
important distinction between gains and losses that predicts positions with a small
gain are more likely to be sold than those with a small loss. However, Ben-David
and Hirshleifer (2012) find no difference in the sell propensities of small gains
vs. small losses. Therefore, these authors conclude that stock investors do not
exhibit the disposition effect.

One disadvantage of using selling activity in the stock market to test the
disposition effect is that investors can buy and sell shares at different prices in
different quantities at different points in time. This flexibility confounds reference
prices, which typically become the weighted averages of several stock transactions.
More importantly, individual investor data sets contain stock investments that are
typically less than $10,000. Whether these amounts are sufficiently large to have a
meaningful impact on consumption, and consequently offer meaningful conclu-
sions about investor behavior, is unclear. However, real estate transactions are
sufficiently large to impact consumption, especially for households that are credit
constrained (Gan (2010), Agarwal andQian (2017), andVinson (2018)). In general,
Case, Quigley, and Shiller (2013) find that real estate prices impact household
consumption more than stock prices.1

In this article, we use real estate data to examine the impact of a capital
gain’s magnitude on the decision to sell. Barberis and Xiong (2012) argue that
real estate transactions, which are large and infrequent, likely constitute invest-
ing episodes with salient reference prices and distinct mental accounts. Further-
more, real estate transactions involve indivisible assets that cannot be partially

1Ghysels, Plazzi, Valkanov, and Torous (2013) also emphasize the importance of residential real
estate as an asset class since its aggregate value is comparable to the stock market’s.
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liquidated, thereby preserving the salience of historical reference prices.
Although the importance and size of real estate transactions may incentivize
investors to avoid making suboptimal decisions, residential real estate trans-
actions might be associated with more emotional attachment and hence greater
behavioral biases. In other markets, O’Connell and Teo (2009) find that the
disposition effect does not affect institutional investors in the currency market
and Cici (2012) reports that experience mitigates the disposition effect among
institutional investors in the equity market. Ultimately, whether the magnitude of
capital gains affects selling decisions in the residential real estate market is an
empirical question.

In the United States, it is difficult to accurately measure unrealized gains in the
residential real estate market because individual properties are often unique and
trade in an illiquid market. To overcome this problem, we study more than 280,000
transactions in Singapore’s condominiummarket, which is comprised standardized
units within multi-unit condominium projects. This standardization allows unit-
level market prices, hence unrealized gains, to be estimated using the average
selling price per square feet (PSF) of other transactions in the same condominium
project. Because regulations prohibit extensive remodeling, apartment units are
largely homogeneous within a condominium project except for floor level and size.
In our data, a simple hedonic model with floor level and size explains nearly 90% of
the variation in unit-level transaction prices within a typical condominium project.
Moreover, while residential property sales in the United States are often influenced
by employment opportunities, property sales in Singapore are less confounded by
the variation within the city state’s labor market.

Our quarterly data allow us to estimate the full schedule of unrealized gains
and losses for the entire cross-section of condominium units. For each quarterly
cross-section, we determine the sell propensity for units with different gains or
losses. Figure 1 illustrates the main testable hypotheses in our paper. Specifi-
cally, Graph A in Figure 1 illustrates the sell propensities implied by Odean
(1998) that has units with gains, regardless of their magnitude, being more likely
to be sold than units with losses. Graph B illustrates the sell propensities pre-
dicted by Barberis and Xiong’s (2012) realization utility with heterogeneous
investors that has sell propensities increasing as gains become larger, and flat
sell propensities over losses that are only realized because of exogenous shocks
that force liquidation. Graph C illustrates the sell propensities predicted by
Ingersoll and Jin’s (2013) realization utility that allows for a negative slope over
losses for investors who realize a loss in order to reset their reference price at a
lower level. According to Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) study of stock
transactions, the V-shape in Graph C of Figure 1 is also consistent with belief
revision. Belief revision posits that sales result from speculative investors being
more likely to revise their beliefs after market prices move farther away from the
original purchase price.

In general, we find that units with a gain are almost twice as likely to be sold
as units with a loss. Importantly, sell propensities increase with the magnitude of
gains and are mostly flat over losses. This finding provides empirical support for
realization utility. Panel estimations confirm the positive unit-level relation between

Hong, Loh, and Warachka 3
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the magnitude of gains and sell propensities after controlling for unit-level and
market-level characteristics, including quarter and condominium project fixed
effects.

Besides studying sell propensities, real estate transactions enable us to study
the response of selling prices to gain magnitudes. Theoretical models of realization
utility have transactions occurring instantaneously at threshold prices that sellers
determine ex ante. However, transaction prices in real estate markets are endoge-
nous as sellers choose to accept an offer from potential buyers. Hayunga and
Munneke (2019) highlight the role of imperfect competition in the real estate
market as bargaining exerts a significant impact on transaction prices. Our conjec-
ture is that sellers with a large unrealized capital gain are more willing to accept
price concessions (accept an offer below a property’s market price).2 We find that
units with a larger gain sell for a lower price than otherwise comparable units.
Although not a clear prediction of realization utility, this result offers an interesting
potential implication of realization utility—higher sell propensities for positions
with a larger gain could be facilitated by price concessions.

We carefully examine several alternative hypotheses. In the stock market,
informed investors are predicted to sell a position once their positive private
information has been incorporated into the stock’s price and produced a gain.

FIGURE 1

Sell Propensities

Figure 1 illustrates the sell propensities based on the predictions of the disposition effect in Odean (1998) (Graph A),
realization utility in Barberis and Xiong (2012) with heterogeneous investors (Graph B), belief revision in Ben-David and
Hirshleifer (2012) or extended realization utility in Ingersoll and Jin (2013) (Graph C), and financing constraints in Stein (1995)
(Graph D).

Probability
of Selling

Probability
of Selling

Probability
of Selling

Probability
of Selling

Loss Gain                         Return 

Graph A. Disposition Effect in Odean

Graph D. Financing Constraints in SteinGraph C. Belief Revision in Ben-David and Hirshleifer,
or Extended Realization Utility in Ingersoll and Jin

Graph B. Realization Utility in Barberis and
Xiong with Heterogeneous Investors

Loss Gain                         Return 

Loss Gain                         Return Loss Gain                         Return 

2A price concession is unlikely if the seller only has a small gain since accepting a lower offer
endangers this small gain.
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A large loss might also lead investors to revise their beliefs and sell the position.
Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) find that sell propensities in the stock market
increase with the magnitude of a position’s gain and, less dramatically, with the
absolute magnitude of a position’s loss. However, unit-level property prices in
Singapore are less sensitive to private unit-level information that is subject to
revision. Indeed, property price fluctuations are highly correlated due to the city
state’s small size and extensive public transportation. Because a V-shape is also
consistent with the realization utility model in Ingersoll and Jin (2013), any evi-
dence of a V-shape in our real estate data is likely to be more consistent with
realization utility. However, our results provide no evidence that sell propensities
are increasing with the magnitude of real estate losses. The lack of a V-shape
indicates that sell propensities in the real estate market are more consistent with
Barberis and Xiong’s (2012) realization utility than with Ingersoll and Jin’s (2013)
model or with Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) belief revision.3

In addition, Stein (1995) proposes that financing constraints explain the higher
sell propensities of properties with a gain since real estate represents a large fraction
of wealth that is financedwith debt. Thus, higher property prices increase the equity
available to finance upgrades. Financing constraints predict that sell propensities
increase linearly with the magnitude of gains, as in Graph D of Figure 1. However,
we find mixed evidence that sell propensities are upward sloping over losses.
Our results supporting realization utility are also robust to the inclusion of several
unit-level and market-level proxies for financing constraints.

Our study is not the first to examine gains in the real estate market. Genesove
and Mayer (2001) report that condominium owners with a loss in Boston list their
units for sale at higher prices. However, their study cannot explicitly test the pre-
dictions of realization utility or the disposition effect because listings data are
insufficient to estimate sell propensities.4 Estimating gains in Boston is also com-
plicated by unobservable property attributes and renovations that affect a unit’s
market price. In contrast, our data allow the return since purchase to be accurately
estimated along with sell propensities that condition on these return magnitudes.

Barberis and Xiong (2012) argue that housing transactions with their salient
reference prices are ideal for empirical tests of realization utility. We show that the
predictions of realization utility are also supported in stock investment transactions
that have similar attributes as real estate. Specifically, using the discount brokerage
data set in Barber and Odean (2000), we find that large-sized stock transactions
have short-term sell propensities similar to those from our real estate data set: flat
over losses and upward sloping in gains. We also find that the slope over losses gets
increasingly flat as size or relative size increases, which is consistent with it being

3Another justification for the appearance of realization utility is mean reversion. However, property
prices in Singapore do not exhibit negative autocorrelation. Instead, the autocorrelation in property
prices is positive over a one-quarter horizon and insignificant over an annual horizon. Furthermore, in a
real estate market where expected returns are highly correlated across individual properties, the reali-
zation of a gain is difficult to attribute to mean reversion if the majority of sellers reinvest their sales
proceeds in another property.

4In addition, listings data may exclude properties with a loss since the listing of a property signals the
owner’s intention to sell. Realization utility and the disposition effect both predict that properties with a
loss are less likely to be sold, and therefore are less likely to be listed.
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more difficult to admit a mistake when size gets larger. However, for typical short-
term stock transactions, we confirm Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) finding
that sell propensities exhibit a V-shaped pattern centered at a zero gain. While
Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) conclude this V-shaped pattern supports the
revision of beliefs by speculative traders, Ingersoll and Jin (2013) demonstrate that
this pattern is also consistent with a realization utility theory that has reference-
dependent preferences. Hence, for small-sized stock transactions, their V-shaped
pattern can be consistent with either explanation. However, in our study of real
estate transactions, realization utility is more applicable than belief revision since
private information subject to revision is minimal. Nevertheless, our support for
realization utility extends beyond the real estate market to selling behavior in the
stock market for sufficiently large-sized stock transactions.

The remainder of this article begins with a detailed description of our
hypotheses in Section II. Section III then describes our data, while Section IV
presents our empirical results. Alternative explanations and other tests are dis-
cussed in Section V, followed by our conclusion in Section VI.

II. Sell Propensity Hypotheses

This section describes the sell propensity patterns predicted by various theo-
ries of seller behavior.

A. Flat With a Step Up Over Gains

The simplest prediction in the disposition effect literature is that investors are
more willing to sell a position at a gain than a position at a loss. In other words, sell
propensities are flat over losses and then step up when returns switch from negative
to positive.

In defining the ratio PGR
PLR (proportion of gains realized over the proportion

of losses realized), Odean (1998) implicitly assumes this step-up pattern for sell
propensities, as we illustrate in Graph A of Figure 1. Based on this pattern, Ben-
David and Hirshleifer (2012) test whether sell propensities are higher for small
gains compared to small losses but do not find empirical support for the existence of
a discontinuity at a zero gain.

B. Flat Over Losses and Upward Sloping Over Gains

In the realization utility model of Barberis and Xiong (2012), investors sell
when an asset’s return hits a specific threshold. This threshold is defined relative to
the purchase price (plus any transaction costs). Hence, sell propensities are low and
flat over losses and then jump once the return hits the threshold. The flat selling
propensities over losses stem from an assumed Poisson process that forces liqui-
dation due to a liquidity shock. Sell propensities are undefined for large returns
because investors sell the asset before a large return is obtained. In particular, with a
positive discount rate, the tradeoff between realizing a small gain immediately
vs. realizing a (potentially) larger future gain leads investors to realize small gains.

Although not modeled explicitly by Barberis and Xiong (2012), heterogeneity
regarding the sell thresholds of investors allows large gains to exist. For example,

6 Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis
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investors could have heterogeneous prospect theory preferences (degrees of loss
aversion) or heterogeneous discount rates for discounting potentially larger future
gains. With heterogeneous investors, sell propensities are positively related to
the magnitude of gains. Specifically, as the return since purchase increases, a larger
fraction of investors (those with a lower selling threshold) have already sold,
resulting in a smaller fraction of investors who continue to hold assets with such
a large return. In other words, as the magnitude of an unrealized gain increases,
there are fewer properties remaining to sell at that magnitude, which implies that a
sale transaction at that higher-return magnitude results in a higher sell propensity.
This hypothesized selling pattern is illustrated by Graph B in Figure 1.

C. V-Shaped Slope Over Losses and Gains

Graph C in Figure 1 illustrates the V-shaped sell propensity pattern that Ben-
David and Hirshleifer (2012) find in short-term stock investments. The authors
conclude that this selling pattern is consistent with belief revision that arises from a
speculative motive for trading. Small gains and losses provide little reason for an
investor to revise their beliefs, implying a low-sell propensity for gains and losses
near zero. In contrast, when information arrival leads to large gains or losses,
investors are more likely to revise their beliefs. Specifically, large gains or losses
motivate investors to assess whether the market has incorporated their private
information into the market price (sell and realize a gain) or whether their original
belief was incorrect (sell and realize a loss). The slope is less steep on the loss side
and Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) explain that this could be due to overconfi-
dent investors being more ready to sell winners.

Interestingly, a V-shaped sell propensity is also consistent with the realization
utility theory of Ingersoll and Jin (2013) that allows realization utility to have an
S-shape as a result of reference-dependent preferences. This extension generates
2 selling thresholds; one in the gain region and another in the loss region, which is a
little further from the reference point. Intuitively, an investor may liquidate a large
loss and reset the reference price at a lower level to allow for a utility gain (due to the
the S-shaped function) on the reinvestment. Hence, the V-shaped sell propensities
in Graph C of Figure 1 are not an unique implication of belief revision, but can
also arise from realization utility.

Our main empirical tests use real estate transactions. These transactions are
executed in a market driven more by a systematic market factor than by idiosyn-
cratic unit-level information. Hence, belief revision is less likely to influence selling
behavior. Consequently, any evidence of a V-shape for sell propensities in our real
estate data is more likely support for Ingersoll and Jin (2013). In a later section, we
also examine the stock trading data set used by Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012).
Evidence of a V-shaped pattern in a stock trading data set can be interpreted as being
consistent with either belief revision or the extended version of realization utility in
Ingersoll and Jin (2013).

D. Upward Sloping Over Both Losses and Gains

Stein (1995) proposes an alternative explanation based on financing con-
straints for the appearance of the disposition effect in the real estate market.

Hong, Loh, and Warachka 7
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As real estate represents a large fraction of household wealth that is typically debt-
financed, a decline in property prices tightens financing constraints by reducing the
sale proceeds available to purchase an upgrade (more expensive property). This
channel applies to corporate lending activity as Gan (2007) documents tighter
financing constraints following a decline in property prices.

In our residential real estate setting, the financing constraint hypothesis
implies that sell propensities increase over losses and gains as an increase in a
seller’s property price increases the equity available for their next property
purchase. Graph D in Figure 1 illustrates the upward sloping sell propensities
associated with the financing constraints hypothesis.

III. Data

Our data are from Singapore’s private condominium market. A typical
condominium project in Singapore consists of 200–300 condominium units in
high-rise buildings. In our sample, the average building height is 15 floors and the
average size of a unit is approximately 1,300 square feet. Besides a unit’s size and
floor level, units are largely homogeneous within the same project. For example,
walls between rooms typically cannot be removed, and windows and doors that
alter the unit’s original design cannot be installed. Therefore, compared to resi-
dential real estate in the United States, unobservable attributes exert less impact
on unit-level PSF prices in Singapore.

Sale transactions involving condominium units are reported the Urban Rede-
velopment Authority (URA), a Singapore government agency. Our sale transac-
tions data are from URA’s Real Estate Information System (REALIS). This
database is also used by Giglio, Maggiori, and Stroebel (2015) in their study of
long-term discount rates.

URA lists the details of each transaction on a website, usually within 2 weeks
of a transaction. As a result, property investors can use observed transaction prices
within their condominium project to infer their unit’s market price, and compute its
associated unrealized gain or unrealized loss. The absence of capital gain taxes in
Singapore mitigates the need to examine after-tax gains.

The URA data record the transaction date, condominium project name, trans-
action price, unit size, street address, floor level, and unit number. We do not
observe the identity of the buyer or seller. Our URA data begin in 1995 and ends
in 2012. After excluding condominium projects with less than 50 transactions
during this sample period, a total of 282,920 transactions remain. For certain units,
we identify a size discrepancy on different transaction dates. After excluding units
whose size discrepancy exceeds 2%, our sample contains 277,856 transactions
involving 1,104 condominium projects and 185,383 unique units.

Unlike studies of the disposition effect that have to estimate historical pur-
chase prices (Grinblatt and Han (2005)), our data provide a nearly complete set of
historical purchase prices to serve as reference prices. Transaction costs are rela-
tively low in Singapore’s real estate market, with agents earning about a 1% fee
from sellers. The relatively high liquidity and low transaction costs in Singapore’s
real estate market makes the immediate realization of gains more likely, which is

8 Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis
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ideal for testing our null hypothesis that the magnitude of an investor’s gain is
irrelevant to their sell propensity.

A. Estimation of Return Since Purchase

A unit’s return since purchase is defined as the percentage change in the unit’s
price PSF since its purchase. To compute this return, the unit’s most recent purchase
price and its current market price are needed.

The unit’s most recent purchase price is extracted from the URA data, which
begins in 1995. Because property purchases before 1995 are not observed, we start
our estimation procedure in 1998 to ensure that 3 years of past transactions are
available. Table 1 reports the number of units for which past purchase prices are
available each quarter from 1998 to 2012. The available number of units increases
over time as more units are sold and enter the URA records. We also compare the
number of available units to the entire stock of condominium units in Singapore,
and report the relevant sample coverage estimates in Table 1.5 By the end of 2012,
our sample coverage is nearly 83%. This coverage does not reach 100%, because
some units are purchased before 1995 and are not sold during our sample period.
These units are less relevant for our tests since their long holding period is likely
inconsistent with an investment motive. To identify real estate transactions that are
most likely to have an investment motive, our regressions focus on units whose
holding period is 3 years or less (i.e., units for which the most recent sale is less than
3 years ago), or units whose absolute return since purchase is within 20% of their
purchase price (i.e., unsold units with large returns are less likely to be held for
investment motives).

Table 1 reports an upward trend in Singapore property prices that coincides
with considerable price volatility. In Han (2010), price uncertainty in the real estate
market does not necessarily reduce the demand for property because of incentives to
hedge against price increases. These incentives are particularly strong in Singapore
due to the high cross-correlation in property prices, limited availability of land, and
population growth (Han (2013)).

According to Table 1, the average price of a residential condominium unit in a
typical quarter is S$1,046,226, which is equivalent to $666,411 using the average
exchange rate of 1.57 SGD per USD during the 1998–2012 period. The average
price PSF equals S$886 (equivalent to $564). Figure 2 plots the average PSF and
transaction volume each quarter from 1995 to 2012. The 0.684 correlation between
the average PSF and the transaction volume highlights the well-known positive
price-volume relation in the real estate market.

To measure each unit’s percentage gain (i.e., return) since purchase, we need
its current estimated price. To obtain this, we estimate a simple hedonic pricing
model within each condominium project by regressing the average quarterly PSF
transaction prices within the condominium project on quarterly dummies. This
method controls for condominium project-specific characteristics such as location,
age, lease-period remaining, facilities, and quality. Neighborhood characteristics

5We estimate the total housing stock using the website https://www.propertyguru.com.sg/ that
records the total number of units in each condominium project.
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TABLE 1

Quarterly Inventory of Units and Summary Statistics

Table 1 reports summary statistics for the historical inventory of condominium units in Singapore each quarter from 1998 to 2012
according toURAdatawhich start in 1995. A unit is included only if it has already appeared once earlier so that its return since the
most recent purchase can be estimated. Statistics regarding the historical sale price, square footage (size), price per square feet
(PSF), years held (HOLDING_PERIOD), and number of condominiums projects (condos) are included. Sample coverage is
estimated by comparing the units in our sample with the total number of units in condominiums using the website https://
www.propertyguru.com.sg/. The second set of columns pertain to descriptive statistics for sale transactions in the Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA) data. The average SGD exchange rate is 1.57 SGD per USD during the 1998–2012
period.

Historical Inventory Sales

Date
Avg.

SGD Price
Avg.
SIZE

Avg.
SGD PSF

Avg.
yrs Held

No.
of Condos

No.
of Units

Housing
Inventory

Sample
Coverage

Avg.
SGD Price

Avg.
SGD PSF

No.
of Units

03/31/1998 $1,051,727 1,368 $752 1.71 296 25,143 74,516 33.74% $915,655 $646 715
06/30/1998 $1,032,603 1,366 $741 1.85 323 26,949 77,326 34.85% $772,547 $579 1,653
09/30/1998 $1,019,267 1,367 $731 2.02 340 28,283 79,855 35.42% $731,918 $520 1,404
12/31/1998 $981,121 1,369 $701 2.02 364 31,870 82,611 38.58% $623,927 $469 3,628
03/31/1999 $958,907 1,368 $689 2.07 393 35,630 85,739 41.56% $724,518 $530 3,389
06/30/1999 $939,276 1,370 $676 2.01 412 40,685 88,023 46.22% $825,383 $589 5,694
09/30/1999 $937,945 1,372 $675 2.08 407 42,990 88,562 48.54% $934,080 $676 3,450
12/31/1999 $941,532 1,372 $678 2.24 399 44,035 88,328 49.85% $1,069,815 $747 2,169
03/31/2000 $938,453 1,376 $675 2.39 391 44,789 88,414 50.66% $1,004,589 $714 1,960
06/30/2000 $935,370 1,378 $672 2.52 385 45,686 90,077 50.72% $975,417 $685 1,949
09/30/2000 $941,905 1,380 $675 2.64 390 47,059 93,036 50.58% $1,010,087 $720 2,379
12/31/2000 $935,637 1,380 $670 2.81 370 46,779 91,292 51.24% $988,088 $685 1,712
03/31/2001 $931,134 1,377 $669 3.00 370 47,638 92,432 51.54% $790,127 $589 1,439
06/30/2001 $927,397 1,381 $664 3.13 392 49,267 94,011 52.41% $828,095 $595 1,769
09/30/2001 $916,256 1,377 $658 3.24 384 50,081 93,728 53.43% $756,361 $572 2,456
12/31/2001 $916,851 1,372 $663 3.39 429 52,834 99,891 52.89% $766,025 $567 1,647
03/31/2002 $898,802 1,368 $652 3.32 459 59,460 105,266 56.49% $721,795 $558 5,385
06/30/2002 $895,175 1,367 $650 3.43 446 60,776 106,287 57.18% $813,313 $605 2,665
09/30/2002 $885,027 1,364 $644 3.52 447 61,994 105,461 58.78% $774,995 $583 3,138
12/31/2002 $883,883 1,364 $644 3.71 435 61,918 105,266 58.82% $787,355 $574 1,971
03/31/2003 $883,958 1,366 $642 3.90 429 62,006 105,237 58.92% $752,932 $547 857
06/30/2003 $876,354 1,360 $640 4.01 476 66,085 112,050 58.98% $708,454 $580 1,738
09/30/2003 $869,964 1,360 $636 4.12 468 67,404 111,940 60.21% $740,709 $565 2,845
12/31/2003 $861,791 1,360 $630 4.26 450 66,865 110,306 60.62% $739,946 $546 1,574
03/31/2004 $870,933 1,364 $634 4.44 471 68,542 111,291 61.59% $794,985 $563 1,686
06/30/2004 $868,276 1,362 $634 4.53 487 71,306 115,439 61.77% $799,313 $574 2,020
09/30/2004 $866,531 1,358 $635 4.66 515 73,874 118,957 62.10% $771,742 $570 1,970
12/31/2004 $861,485 1,362 $629 4.76 501 74,599 119,600 62.37% $860,473 $648 2,543
03/31/2005 $865,484 1,367 $629 4.89 499 75,506 122,090 61.85% $826,040 $596 1,726
06/30/2005 $868,187 1,367 $632 4.95 533 79,349 126,513 62.72% $853,361 $634 3,092
09/30/2005 $867,566 1,367 $631 4.98 567 83,375 129,694 64.29% $891,882 $624 3,659
12/31/2005 $874,098 1,366 $638 5.02 574 85,735 130,597 65.65% $1,024,978 $741 3,568
03/31/2006 $878,802 1,367 $640 5.10 608 88,695 134,348 66.02% $997,848 $677 3,028
06/30/2006 $886,403 1,367 $644 5.11 634 91,629 135,723 67.51% $1,127,044 $726 4,258
09/30/2006 $896,503 1,368 $648 5.13 652 94,307 137,350 68.66% $1,225,009 $804 4,266
12/31/2006 $920,511 1,370 $661 5.06 685 99,567 141,590 70.32% $1,283,071 $866 6,682
03/31/2007 $946,744 1,370 $678 5.00 720 104,355 144,653 72.14% $1,396,710 $920 6,631
06/30/2007 $990,053 1,369 $706 4.76 745 110,232 148,649 74.16% $1,403,768 $967 11,437
09/30/2007 $1,032,989 1,365 $738 4.69 733 113,144 148,692 76.09% $1,626,858 $1,183 8,327
12/31/2007 $1,034,115 1,357 $743 4.80 669 110,574 144,901 76.31% $1,624,330 $1,124 3,877
03/31/2008 $1,044,978 1,359 $750 4.94 662 109,491 143,833 76.12% $1,289,644 $993 2,386
06/30/2008 $1,046,241 1,362 $749 5.09 673 110,234 144,428 76.33% $1,300,444 $958 2,875
09/30/2008 $1,026,189 1,351 $747 5.22 632 109,173 142,509 76.61% $1,224,799 $916 3,595
12/31/2008 $1,023,065 1,355 $743 5.43 559 103,747 137,774 75.30% $1,056,463 $891 1,375
03/31/2009 $1,038,205 1,356 $751 5.56 734 116,614 154,979 75.25% $841,425 $775 2,860
06/30/2009 $1,063,930 1,358 $767 5.48 830 124,997 163,397 76.50% $1,135,040 $890 7,733
09/30/2009 $1,087,631 1,354 $786 5.28 843 130,665 167,945 77.80% $1,310,650 $991 10,586
12/31/2009 $1,106,006 1,352 $804 5.32 849 132,844 171,235 77.58% $1,364,717 $1,065 5,638
03/31/2010 $1,122,747 1,348 $821 5.28 869 136,638 173,590 78.71% $1,416,260 $1,147 7,561
06/30/2010 $1,148,100 1,345 $844 5.19 890 141,466 177,475 79.71% $1,439,551 $1,155 8,517
09/30/2010 $1,149,175 1,332 $856 5.19 886 143,285 179,633 79.77% $1,289,427 $1,129 7,043
12/31/2010 $1,167,766 1,330 $873 5.18 892 146,318 182,752 80.06% $1,393,502 $1,211 7,292
03/31/2011 $1,178,641 1,322 $889 5.19 910 149,464 190,918 78.29% $1,345,184 $1,197 6,074
06/30/2011 $1,194,108 1,315 $908 5.16 920 153,371 191,472 80.10% $1,350,494 $1,217 8,026
09/30/2011 $1,199,482 1,309 $918 5.21 890 153,745 192,440 79.89% $1,351,511 $1,175 6,325
12/31/2011 $1,194,563 1,300 $924 5.26 871 156,113 194,138 80.41% $1,292,239 $1,177 6,062
03/31/2012 $1,187,465 1,292 $927 5.34 911 161,714 200,706 80.57% $1,087,204 $1,149 6,116
06/30/2012 $1,202,069 1,284 $945 5.32 973 169,696 210,450 80.64% $1,274,543 $1,194 8,412
09/30/2012 $1,215,034 1,282 $955 5.38 980 172,968 212,817 81.28% $1,346,656 $1,202 6,891
12/31/2012 $1,217,082 1,271 $966 5.35 840 168,021 202,519 82.97% $1,400,292 $1,245 7,505

Overall $991,691 1,355 $726 4.21 598 89,693 131,913 64.32% $1,046,226 $886 249,228
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are also accounted for by this methodology.6 Condominium projects that average
fewer than 2 sale transactions per quarter are excluded from the pricing model.

We also estimate an extended pricing model that contains each unit’s log size
(square feet) and floor level to supplement the quarterly dummies

PSFi,t =
XQ42012

t = Q11995

βtQUARTERtþβs LOG SIZEð Þiþβf FLOOR LEVELiþ εi,t:(1)

The coefficients for both models are estimated within the entire 1995–2012
sample period using all units indexed by i having sale transactions in quarter t
in the same condominium project. We then report the distribution of the coeffi-
cients across the condominium projects. Table 2 reports an average adjusted R2 of
74% for the simple pricing model that contains only quarterly dummy variables.
Hence, a condominium project’s average quarterly PSF explains nearly three-
quarters of the price variation across units within the same condominium project.

The inclusion of size and floor characteristics in the extended pricing model
increases the average R2 to 88%. According to Table 2, the average βs coefficient is

FIGURE 2

Average Sale PSF and Transaction Volume

Figure 2 illustrates the price and volume dynamics in Singapore’s real estate market during our sample period. The market-
level SGD price per square feet (PSF) of sale transactions and the corresponding transaction volume are reported every
quarter. Themarket-level PSF is computed by first averaging the PSF of all sale transactionswithin each condominiumproject,
and then averaging these condominium project-level averages across all condominium projects.
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6Agarwal, Rengarajan, Sing, and Yang (2016) find that school districts in Singapore impact con-
dominium prices, although their effects are economically small compared to the gains in our study.
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�0.13 (average t-statistic of 8.90) across all quarters and condominium projects.
Thus, large units sell at a PSF discount compared to small units. The average βf
coefficient is 7.15 (average t-statistic of 6.13), indicating a price premium for units
on higher floors. Overall, the large explanatory power from equation (1) demon-
strates that unobservable unit-level attributes exert little impact on PSF prices.

We then use the condominium project-level coefficients from the extended
hedonic model to estimate unit-level market prices within each condominium
project. A unit’s estimated PSF price in quarter t, denoted PbSFi,t, is determined
by its size and floor level in addition to the quarterly dummy coefficient for next
quarter

PbSFi,t =bβtþ1þbβs LOG SIZEð Þiþbβf FLOOR_LEVELi:(2)

To ensure the accuracy of our hedonic model, we remove condominium
projects whose adjusted R2 from the hedonic model is below 70%. We use the
quarterly dummy coefficient bβtþ1 for next quarter to avoid underestimating mar-
ket prices because units are more likely to be sold when market prices are
increasing. In particular, for the full sample, the average selling price premium
computed later in equation (5) is close to zero using the predicted PSF from
equation (2). Nonetheless, our results are similar if the quarterly dummy coeffi-
cient bβt for quarter t replaces bβtþ1 in equation (2).

IV. Empirical Results

This section describes the results from our empirical tests that determine the
influence of gains and losses on sell propensities.

TABLE 2

Price Correlation Within Condominiums Projects

Table 2 summarizes the results from the pricing model in equation (1) from 1995 to 2012 based on quarterly indicator
variables, size, and floor level, PSFi,t=

P
t βt QUARTERi,t þβs SIZEi þβf FLOOR_LEVELi þ εi ,t . This pricing model is

estimated for each condominium project. Condominium projects that average fewer than 2 sale transactions per quarter
are excluded from the pricing model. Each observation i represents the sale of a unit in a particular condominium project
during quarter t. Sale transactions are from the URA REALIS database for condominiums in Singapore. Average coefficients
across all 1,014 condominium projects are reported along with the distribution of their adjusted R2.

Number of condo projects 1,014 1,014

Quarterly indicator variables Yes Yes
Average size coefficient �0.13
Average size t-statistic (8.90)

Average floor level coefficient 7.15
Average floor level t-statistic (6.13)

Adj. R2 percentiles
1% 0.004 0.363
10% 0.182 0.716
25% 0.666 0.864
Median 0.872 0.930
75% 0.928 0.958
90% 0.956 0.973
99% 0.980 0.988
Mean 0.738 0.880
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A. Sell Propensities

Following Odean (1998), we first estimate the following ratio

R=
PGR

PLR
=
Probability of  RealizingaGain
Probability of  RealizingaLoss

:(3)

PGR represents the probability of a gain being realized and is defined as the
percentage of units with an unrealized gain that are sold in quarter tþ 1. Similarly,
PLR represents the probability of a loss being realized and is defined as the
percentage of units with an unrealized loss that are sold in quarter tþ 1. Unrealized
gains and losses are estimated in quarter t using equation (2).

In unreported results, the ratio R averages 1.765. A t-statistic of 5.13, com-
puted from the distribution of the ratio’s time series over the sample period, rejects
the null hypothesis that R equals 1. Typically, researchers conclude that this evi-
dence supports the disposition effect. However, Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012)
emphasize that the bundling of gains and losses, irrespective of theirmagnitude, can
lead to the spurious conclusion that positions with a gain are more likely to be sold
than positions with a loss. Therefore, these authors test the disposition effect by
determining whether there is a discontinuity in the sell propensities between small
gains and small losses.

As illustrated by Figure 1, all hypotheses regarding seller behavior have the
average sell propensity of gains being higher than the average sell propensity of
losses. This motivates the need to examine sell propensities across the full schedule
of return magnitudes.

Figure 3 plots unit-level sell propensities conditional on their respective return
since purchase using equation (2) to estimate each unit’s market price. In our main
analysis, we focus on units whose holding period is 3 years or less. Note that a unit’s
holding period refers to the amount of time that has elapsed since its most recent
purchase date, not the start of our sample period. Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012)
argue that short holding periods are more appropriate for testing the disposition
effect. In our analysis, short holding periods identify transactions more likely to be
associated with an investment motive instead of a consumption or bequest motive.

To plot the sell propensities for such short-term units in the top chart in
Figure 3, we sort each quarter-unit observation into bins whose width is 1% where
we exclude bins with fewer than 100 observations. For each bin, we then compute
the percentage of units sold next quarter. As predicted by realization utility, Figure 3
reveals that a larger gain increases a unit’s sell propensity. The bottom chart focuses
on absolute returns within 20% and shows the sell propensities to be mostly flat
before zero and upward sloping after returns change from being negative to pos-
itive. This indicates that unit’s purchase price is indeed the reference price utilized
by sellers.7 These charts provide support for realization utility since the upward
slope is consistent with investors deriving greater utility from realizing larger gains.

Overall, the plots in Figure 3 most closely resemble the Graph B in Figure 1
since the sell propensities are flat over losses and increasing with the magnitude of

7A later section examines the impact of transaction costs.
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gains. Thus, realization utility appears to have the strongest visual support among
the 4 hypotheses.

To formally examine the relation between unit-level gains and sell propensi-
ties, we estimate a probit model that controls for several unit-level and market-level
characteristics

1SALE=Φ α11RETURN>0þα2 RETURN
þþα3 RETURN

�þ γXð Þ:(4)

FIGURE 3

Sell Propensity of Short-Term Units

Graph A in Figure 3 plots the sell propensity against a unit’s return since purchase for all units whose holding period is
≤3 years. For this sample, Graph B plots sell propensities for units whose return since purchase is between�20% and 20%.
A unit’s market price is determined using the hedonic model in equation (2) provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium
project exceeds 0.70. For Graph A, the dots are the average of observations in 1%-bins, and for Graph B, the bin size is 0.1%.
Bins with fewer than 100 observations are excluded.
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The dependent variable, 1SALE, equals 1 if a unit is sold in quarter t þ 1 and its
capital gain is estimated in quarter t using equation (2). RETURNþ is defined as
MAX(RETURN, 0) andRETURN� is defined asMIN(RETURN, 0)whereRETURN
is defined as a unit’s return since purchase. Following Ben-David and Hirshleifer
(2012), we include a control for units whose RETURN is positive (1RETURN > 0).

Independent variables include the length of the unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD
(years since purchase), the log of the unit’s square footage (SIZE), and the unit’s
FLOOR_LEVEL. The latter 2 variables are known to have pricing implications
based on the results from equation (1). For ease of interpretation, the actual floor
level is divided by 100, which magnifies its coefficient by 100. Thus, while the
FLOOR_LEVEL coefficients are often statistically significant, their economic
significance is minimal.

We also include variables that proxy for financing constraints. A dummy
variable PUBLIC_HOUSING equals 1 if the unit’s buyer lived in public housing
at the time of the unit’s purchase. This proxies for the unit’s buyer being more
financially constrained compared to buyers who were already living in private
housing at the time of the unit’s purchase.8 Another proxy for financing con-
straints is the unit’s PAID-IN_EQUITY since the ability of price declines to
tighten financing constraints is more severe for sellers with low equity in their
current property. We proxy for unit-level equity by aggregating each unit’s down
payment and subsequent monthly principal payments. This sum is then normal-
ized by the unit’s estimated price to create a PAID-IN_EQUITY measure. While
PAID-IN_EQUITY is not directly related to a unit’s gain, both can alleviate
financing constraints. To compute this variable, we assume that a unit’s down
payment equals the government-mandated minimum based on the prevailing
maximum loan-to-value ratio at its purchase date.9 Mortgages in Singapore are
standardized with a maturity of 30 years and an adjustable rate that references the
3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR). The actual mortgage rate is
typically 1% above SIBOR.10 The standardization of mortgages in Singapore
enables monthly principal payments to be aggregated depending on each unit’s
purchase date and the relevant SIBOR time series.11

8A unique feature of Singapore’s housing market is its segmentation into public units and private
units. Although the majority of Singapore citizens live in public housing, they usually intend to upgrade
to a condominium unit when their financial circumstances permit. Although the URA data contain
private condominium transactions and not public housing transactions, it does indicate whether the
buyer of a condominium unit was residing in public housing at the time the condominium unit was
purchased.

9The Singapore government adjusts themaximum loan-to-value ratio in a counter-cyclicalmanner to
counteract large moves in housing prices. We collect data on these policy adjustments from various
government websites and newspaper articles.

10Variation in the mortgage rate above SIBOR is small compared to time-series variation in SIBOR.
As mortgages in Singapore are recourse and default rates are correspondingly low, the premium above
SIBOR is stable across time and across owners. Recourse mortgages mitigate strategic defaults by real
estate investors. Agarwal, Green, Rosenblatt, and Yao (2015) find that larger down payments also
mitigate strategic defaults.

11Genesove and Mayer (1997) also assume a common maturity and borrowing rate in their equity
calculation. We begin computing principal payments 3 months after a unit’s purchase date since housing
transactions usually require 12 weeks to complete in Singapore.
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Two quarterly proxies for market-level financing constraints are also
included: the SIBOR rate in the prior quarter and the minimum required down
payment expressed as a percentage (e.g., DOWN_PAYMENT of 0.20 denotes a
20% required down payment). For an individual unit, a higher down payment
implies PAID-IN_EQUITY is initially higher. Increases in the minimum down
payment mandated by the government occur in response to dramatic property
price increases.12 Monthly principal repayments regularly increase PAID-
IN_EQUITY, with this increase depending on a unit’s holding period as well as
SIBOR.

Finally, FREEHOLD is a dummy variable that equals 1 when a condominium
project’s lease period is either perpetual or 800þ years. Giglio et al. (2015) show
that compared to leasehold properties, such properties sell at a larger than expected
premium.

Table 3 contains the results of the probit estimations based on units with short
holding periods of 3 years or less. For continuous independent variables, we report
the marginal impact on the sell probability when the variable changes by 1 standard
deviation (half a standard deviation below to half a standard deviation above its
mean). For binary independent variables, the reported marginal effect is the differ-
ence in the sell probability when this variable changes from 0 to 1. Marginal effects
are reported in percentages, and z-statistics for probit models (t-statistics for OLS
models), based on standard errors clustered by calendar quarter, are reported in
parentheses. The last specification in each estimation set includes high-dimensional
fixed effects (quarter fixed effects and condominium project fixed effects). This
specification is estimated by a linear probability model (Gormley and Matsa
(2014)) as nonlinear models estimated with fixed effects result in biased estimates
(Greene (2002)). In this specification, the condominium project-specific and quar-
ter-specific control variables, namely FREEHOLD, SIBOR, and DOWN_PAY-
MENT are dropped.

Models 1–5 of Table 3 reports the results using the full sample of returns.
Observe that the marginal effect for the DUMMY(RETURN > 0) variable is
positive in every specification. Thus, sell propensities are higher for units with a
gain. The sell propensities also increase with the magnitude of a unit’s gain as the
positive marginal effect for RETURNþ in every specification indicates that sell
propensities have a positive relation with a unit’s return since purchase. The
dependence of the sell propensities on gains indicates that sell propensities do
not conform to the step-function in Graph A of Figure 1. In contrast to the marginal
effect for RETURNþ, the sign of the marginal effect for RETURN� is mixed and
not always significant. There is also no evidence of any V-shape in the sell
propensities as the marginal effect of RETURN� is never significantly negative.

In models 6–10, we report estimates using a subsample with absolute return
since purchase within 20% to focus on units that are more likely to be held for

12Down payment requirements usually increase during property booms as the Singapore govern-
ment’s lending policies are counter cyclical. By increasing down payments during property booms,
property price increases tighten financing constraints. This differs from the prediction of Stein (1995)
that assumes price increases relax financing constraints. Thus, real estate transactions in Singapore are
ideal for testing the predictions of realization utility since this alternative hypothesis is partially
mitigated.
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TABLE 3

Unit-Level Sell Propensities for Short Holding Periods

Table 3 records the marginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines unit-level sell probabilities for units with short holding periods (defined as periods ≤3 years) in each quarter of our 1998–2012 sample. The
dependent variable equals 1 if a unit is sold in quarter tþ 1after its capital gain is estimated.RETURN is estimatedbysubtractingaunit’spurchaseprice from its estimatedmarket price, and thennormalizing thisdifferenceby thepurchaseprice.
A unit’s market price is determined using the hedonic model in equation (2) provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium project exceeds 0.70. RETURNþ is defined as MAX(RETURN, 0) and RETURN� is defined as MIN(RETURN, 0).
DUMMY(RETURN>0) is an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included in the probit along with the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and
FLOOR_LEVEL (divided by 100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase, and PAID-
IN_EQUITY, which is defined as the sumof a unit’s estimateddownpayment and cumulative principal repayments normalizedby itsmarket price at the quarter-end. FREEHOLD is a dummy variable that equals 1when a condominiumproject’s
leaseperiod is either perpetual or 800þ years.Market-level financingconstraints include theprevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR), whichmonthlymortgagepayments arebasedon, andDOWN_PAYMENT, theprevailing
minimum required percentage down payment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and z-statistics (t-statistics for OLSmodels) are reported in parentheses. Models 5 and 10 are estimated using OLS with calendar quarter fixed
effects and condominium project fixed effects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Short Holding Period Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUMMY(RETURN > 0) 1.659*** 1.312*** 1.067*** 0.937*** 0.450*** 0.935*** 0.140** 0.622*** 0.156*** �0.082
(12.13) (11.39) (9.47) (10.59) (3.87) (10.91) (2.36) (8.35) (3.49) (�1.38)

RETURNþ 1.825*** 0.924** 1.225** 8.072*** 4.730*** 7.281***
(7.55) (2.28) (2.20) (13.23) (7.61) (9.20)

RETURN� �0.323 2.229** 1.413* 0.042 2.398*** 3.255***
(�0.40) (1.99) (1.96) (0.05) (3.37) (3.39)

HOLDING_PERIOD 0.662*** 0.519*** 0.823*** 0.645*** 0.481*** 0.832***
(11.63) (5.54) (10.05) (11.37) (8.17) (10.23)

LOG(SIZE) �0.750*** �0.714*** �1.208*** �0.498*** �0.424*** �0.908***
(�12.45) (�11.32) (�9.65) (�10.60) (�8.96) (�6.96)

FLOOR_LEVEL 1.053*** 0.819*** 0.695** 0.454*** 0.214 0.297
(3.68) (3.77) (2.61) (2.72) (1.47) (1.06)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.308*** �0.309*** �0.212*** �0.247*** �0.255*** �0.240***
(�6.40) (�6.51) (�5.72) (�7.75) (�8.54) (�5.89)

PAID-IN_EQUITY �5.578*** 0.639 �5.630*** �4.271*** 1.940 �2.830***
(�2.78) (0.25) (�4.83) (�3.03) (1.18) (�2.70)

FREEHOLD 0.104*** 0.107*** 0.072*** 0.062***
(3.55) (3.59) (3.05) (2.92)

LAG(SIBOR) 0.122 0.143* 0.012 0.049
(1.58) (1.80) (0.30) (1.28)

DOWN_PAYMENT �4.817** �10.161*** �4.079*** �9.369***
(�2.33) (�3.75) (�2.64) (�5.43)

No. of obs. 1,964,907 1,964,907 1,878,999 1,878,999 1,878,999 1,298,169 1,298,169 1,236,763 1,236,763 1,236,761
Pseudo or Adj. R2 0.0226 0.0297 0.0580 0.0589 0.0170 0.0139 0.0250 0.0674 0.0720 0.0163
Estimation Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS
Quarter Fixed Effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo Project Fixed Effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
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investment. In realization utility, if an asset is held for investment and has a very
large gain, the investor’s threshold for obtaining utility from realizing the gain is
likely to have been already reached. Hence, an unsold unit with a large gain is less
likely to be held for investment. We see that the marginal effects for RETURNþ are
large, positive, and statistically significant. The marginal effects for RETURN� are
mixed—not always significantly positive, and never significantly negative.

We next discuss the marginal effects associated with the financing constraints
proxies. Consistent with financing constraints, the negative coefficients for PUB-
LIC_HOUSING suggest that previous residents of public housing, who are more
financially constrained, are less likely to sell their unit. In contrast, the negative
coefficients for PAID-IN_EQUITYand DOWN_PAYMENT are inconsistent with
financing constraints as more equity in a unit reduces its sell propensity. Although
some of the estimatedmarginal effects over losses are positive, there is no consistent
corroborating evidence when we examine the marginal effects of the other financ-
ing constraints variables on selling behavior.

In summary, our results support the realization utility theory in Barberis and
Xiong (2012) with sell propensities that are mostly flat over losses and upward
sloping over gains.13

B. Selling Prices

Unlike the stock market where transaction prices are largely exogenous with
respect to the seller, the real estatemarket enables us to investigatewhether transaction
prices depend on a seller’s gain. Transaction prices are partially endogenous in the real
estate market since sellers decide whether to accept or reject a prospective buyer’s
offer. Therefore, we examine if a unit’s gain influences the price accepted by the seller.

Our analysis of selling prices is not a formal test of any explicit realization
utility prediction since selling prices are exogenous and defined ex ante in realiza-
tion utility models. The objective of this analysis is hence modest. We conjecture
that sellers with a large unrealized capital gain are more willing to accept a price
concession (accept an offer below their property’s market price). Of course, if a
lower selling price is agreed to, the seller understands their realized capital gain is
also lower. Therefore, a price concession is unlikely if the seller has a small gain
since accepting a lower offer endangers this small gain. Hence, the impact of gains
on selling prices is not expected to be economically large.

To analyze the selling prices, for each sale transaction, we compute the
unit’s selling price premium by subtracting 1 from the ratio of its observed sale
price normalized by its estimated market price from equation (2) in quarter t. This
selling price premium is the dependent variable in the following empirical
specification

13In unreported tests, we add a dummy variable that indicates a unit has negative equity. Adding this
control does not affect our results. The sign on this dummy variable is mixed. As negative equity is likely
to occur only when a purchase is quickly faced with a sharp market downturn that depletes the down
payment and any principal repaid, it is unlikely to be a good proxy for a liquidity shock that is random to
an individual investor. A negative equity dummy hence serves more like a proxy for large losses. Since
we find that the effect of loss magnitude on sell propensity is mixed, it is not surprising that a negative
equity dummy also has a mixed impact on sell propensities.
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Selling Price

Estimated Price
�1=α0þα11RETURN>0þα2 RETURN_RANK

þ

þα3 RETURN_RANK
�þ γX þ ε:

(5)

RETURN_RANKþ equals 1–5 for 5 return since purchase bins ranging over
(0%, 5%], (5%, 10%], (10%, 20%], (20%, 30%], and >30%, respectively. Similarly,
RETURN_RANK� equals �5 to �1 for 5 return bins ranging over <�30%,
[�30%, �20%), [�20%, �10%), [�10%, �5%), and [�5%, 0%], respectively.
We use signed group ranks instead of actual continuous returns to mitigate any
potential mechanical link between the RHS and LHS of equation (5). The X vector
includes multiple control variables from our earlier sell propensity specifications.
We estimate equation (5) by OLS and cluster the standard errors by calendar
quarter with t-statistics reported in parentheses. Coefficient estimates are reported
in percentages.

Before reporting our estimation results, Figure 4 illustrates the univariate relation
between selling price premiums and returns for units whose holding period is 3 years
or less. Each point in this figure represents the average selling price premium for a
particular return sincepurchase.Returns are divided into 1%bins for the top chartwith
the full schedule of returns (bins with fewer than 10 observations are excluded) and
0.1% bins for the bottom chart with absolute returnswithin 20% (binswith fewer than
5 observations are excluded).We observe that selling prices are lower for units with a
larger gain. Units with a loss sell at a slight premium above their estimated market
price, while the selling premium appears to be lower for units with a gain.

The visual characterization of the sell propensities in Figure 4 is confirmed by
the estimation results in Table 4. The marginal effect for RETURN_RANKþ

determines whether the unrealized return since purchase magnitude groups have
any impact on selling prices between these groups. Specifically, a negative coeffi-
cient indicates that sellers with a larger gain appear to accept a lower selling price in
order to realize their gain. The coefficient in model 4 indicates that the effect is
�0.764% in each gain group. Thus, a single-rank increase in RETURN_RANKþ

reduces the selling price premium by 76 bps. Limiting the estimations to returns
whose absolute value is within 20% yield similar coefficients for
RETURN_RANKþ. In contrast, the signs of the coefficients for the loss group
variable RETURN_RANK� are mixed.

Our selling price evidence is consistent with sellers accepting price conces-
sions in order to realize large gains. In other words, the lower selling prices
associated with larger gains facilitate transactions and therefore higher sell
propensities.

In unreported tests, we estimate the same regression using dummy variables to
represent each quintile group, with groups 1 and�1 being the baseline. The impact
of gains on selling prices aremodest as the second gain group (group 2) is associated
with a selling discount of 0.38%, while the highest gain group (group 5) is asso-
ciated with a selling discount of 2.86% when all control variables are included.
Hence, price concessions for units with a small gain are not large enough to negate
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the gain. In contrast, the negative gain groups have coefficients that are mostly
insignificant, indicating that selling price premiums are flat over losses.

Although not a clear prediction of realization utility, our selling price results
may offer an interesting behavioral implication that is compatible with realization
utility: higher sell propensities are facilitated by sellers with larger gains accepting
price concessions.

FIGURE 4

Selling Price Premium of Short-Term Units

Figure 4 plots the selling price premium against the magnitude of a unit’s return since purchase for all units whose holding
period is≤3 years. The unit’s selling price is computed by subtracting 1 from the ratio of its observed sale price in quarter tþ 1
normalized by its estimated market price from equation (2), provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium project exceeds
0.70. Graph A plots this premium for the full schedule of return since purchase where the dots are the average of observations
in 1%-bins (bins with fewer than 10 observations are excluded). Graph B plots this premium for units whose return since
purchase is between �20% and 20% where the bin size is 0.1% (bins with fewer than 5 observations are excluded).
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TABLE 4

Selling Prices for Short Holding Periods

Table 4 records the coefficients (in percentages) from anOLS regression whose dependent variable is a unit’s selling price premium for units with short holding periods (defined as≤3 years) based on quarterly observations from 1998 to
2012. The selling premium is computed by subtracting 1 from the ratio of a unit’s selling price in quarter tþ 1 normalized by its estimatedmarket price in quarter t. A unit’s market price is estimated using the hedonic model in equation (2)
provided the adjustedR2 in the condominium project exceeds 0.70. Unit-level capital gains are then estimated by comparingmarket prices with purchase prices. RETURN_RANKþ equals 1–5 for 5 return bins ranging over (0%, 5%], (5%,
10%], (10%, 20%], (20%, 30%], and >30%, respectively. Similarly, RETURN_RANK� equals �5 to �1 for 5 return bins ranging over <�30%, [�30%, �20%), [�20%, �10%), [�10%, �5%), and [�5%, 0%], respectively.
DUMMY(RETURN>0) is an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included along with the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and
FLOOR_LEVEL (divided by 100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase, and
PAID-IN_EQUITY, which is defined as the sum of a unit’s estimated down payment and cumulative principal repayments normalized by its market price at the quarter-end. FREEHOLD is a dummy variable that equals 1 when a
condominium project’s lease period is either perpetual or 800þ years. Market-level financing constraints include the prevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR), which monthly mortgage payments are based on, and
DOWN_PAYMENT, the prevailing minimum required percentage down payment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and t-statistics are reported in parentheses. Models 5 and 10 are estimated with calendar quarter fixed
effects and condominium project fixed effects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Short Holding Period Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUMMY(RETURN>0) �2.253*** 0.412 �0.901*** 0.254 0.434* �1.284*** �0.189 �1.388*** �0.150 �0.124
(�9.11) (1.41) (�3.09) (0.89) (1.78) (�5.47) (�0.62) (�5.43) (�0.50) (�0.46)

RETURN_RANKþ �0.821*** �0.764*** �1.324*** �0.550*** �0.696*** �1.247***
(�13.34) (�8.51) (�16.03) (�4.64) (�4.95) (�10.78)

RETURN_RANK� 0.283** 0.363* �0.358** 0.243 0.080 �0.471**
(2.12) (1.73) (�2.08) (1.25) (0.33) (�2.34)

HOLDING_PERIOD �1.128*** �0.580*** �0.180* �1.466*** �1.218*** �0.670***
(�14.44) (�6.12) (�1.68) (�8.18) (�5.96) (�4.29)

LOG(SIZE) �0.303 �0.398 �1.276 �0.610* �0.733** �1.486**
(�0.60) (�0.80) (�1.24) (�1.91) (�2.31) (�2.07)

FLOOR_LEVEL 0.364 0.810 2.905* 0.042 0.383 �3.297***
(0.40) (0.90) (1.94) (0.04) (0.41) (�3.01)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.170* �0.101 �0.076 �0.145 �0.119 0.101
(�1.83) (�1.00) (�0.75) (�0.87) (�0.70) (0.65)

PAID-IN_EQUITY 26.479*** 6.233 �3.549* 11.730* 0.500 �10.316***
(5.78) (1.21) (�1.85) (1.90) (0.07) (�5.20)

FREEHOLD �0.136* �0.157** �0.557*** �0.545***
(�1.90) (�2.05) (�4.30) (�4.20)

Lag(SIBOR) �0.012 0.045 �0.028 �0.061
(�0.14) (0.42) (�0.19) (�0.38)

DOWN_PAYMENT �24.590*** �9.373** �16.925*** �6.976
(�6.63) (�2.38) (�2.92) (�1.10)

No. of obs. 35,285 35,285 33,898 33,898 33,882 16,085 16,085 15,287 15,287 15,244
Adj. R2 0.0113 0.0292 0.0241 0.0343 0.0575 0.00646 0.00964 0.0341 0.0382 0.100
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Predicted Y (%) 0.589 0.589 0.591 0.591 0.591 1.724 1.724 1.761 1.761 1.763
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C. Holding Period Length

We repeat our analyses of the sell propensities and selling prices over holding
periods whose length is >3 years, but not more than 5 years (medium term), or
longer than 5 years (long term). A longer holding period may indicate a property is
being held for consumption rather than investment.

Consistent with a consumption motive being more likely with longer holding
periods, the sell propensities in Table 5 offer mixed support for realization utility
among units whose holding period exceeds 3 years. When the absolute return since
purchase is within 20% there is some evidence that the marginal effects of
RETURNþ are positive, but these marginal effects are not consistently positive.
This lack of consistency indicates that the sell propensities are not reliably increas-
ing with the magnitude of gains for units held for a longer period of time.

In Table 6, we report that selling prices for units with a gain are lower than
comparable units for the medium holding period sample. This price concession
evidenceweakens for units with a long holding period. Hence, the results are similar
but not as strong as earlier results for units with a short holding period.

In summary,we find that realization utility exerts a stronger influence on short-
term real estate transactions than real estate transactions involving longer holding
periods. This finding is consistent with short-term transactions being more likely to
have an investment motive than a consumption motive.

D. Variation Across Returns

Another way to increase the likelihood that units are being held for investment
is to focus on returns that are less extreme. According to realization utility, investors
sell when they reach their gain threshold. For unsold units with a large unrealized
gain, the owner either has an even larger gain threshold or the owner is holding the
unit for noninvestment reasons (e.g., consumption).

As a robustness test, we vary the range of returns over which the sell propen-
sities are estimated. Our baseline analysis uses gain magnitudes that, in absolute
value, are within 20% of the purchase price. To demonstrate that our results are
robust to alternative thresholds, we repeat the estimations for units whose absolute
return is within 15% or 25%.

The sell propensity results in Table 7 for units whose absolute returns are
within 15% or 25% confirm the robustness of our earlier results in Table 3. Indeed,
the coefficients are largely similar in both tables. Furthermore, the selling price
results in Table 8 for units whose absolute return is within 15% or 25% corroborate
our earlier results in Table 4. Overall, our empirical support for realization utility is
robust to several selection criteria intended to identify units more likely to be held
for investment.

E. Transaction Costs

Our baseline tests use the purchase price as the reference price without
adjusting the purchase price for transaction costs. One argument for using the
purchase price as the reference price is that the purchase price is a salient number
that a property owner is likely to anchor on, given they negotiated this price with the
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TABLE 5

Unit-Level Sell Propensities for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Table 5 records the marginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines unit-level sell probabilities for units with medium and long holding periods in each quarter of our 1998–2012 sample.
Themediumholding period (Panel A) is defined as>3 years but notmore than 5 years, and the long holding period (Panel B) is defined as>5 years. Thedependent variable equals 1 if a unit is sold in quarter tþ 1 after its
capital gain is estimated in quarter t. RETURN is estimated by subtracting a unit’s purchase price from its estimated market price, and then normalizing this difference by the purchase price. A unit’s market price is
determined using the hedonic model in equation (2) provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium project exceeds 0.70. RETURNþ is defined as MAX(RETURN, 0) and RETURN� is defined as MIN(RETURN, 0).
DUMMY(RETURN>0) is an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included in the probit along with the unit’s square
footage (SIZE) and FLOOR_LEVEL (divided by 100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing
at the time of its purchase, and PAID-IN_EQUITY, which is defined as the sumof a unit’s estimated downpayment and cumulative principal repayments normalized by itsmarket price at the quarter-end. FREEHOLD is a
dummy variable that equals 1 when a condominium project’s lease period is either perpetual or 800þ years. Market-level financing constraints include the prevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR),
whichmonthlymortgage payments are based on, andDOWN_PAYMENT, the prevailingminimum required percentage down payment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and z-statistics (t-statistics for
OLSmodels) are reported in parentheses. Models 5 and 10 are estimated usingOLSwith calendar quarter fixed effects and condominium project fixed effects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%,
5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Panel A. Medium-Term Holding Period

Medium Holding Period Medium Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

DUMMY(RETURN>0) 1.764*** 0.985*** 1.318*** 0.878*** 0.358*** 1.232*** �0.028 0.943*** �0.035 �0.095
(11.31) (5.71) (5.93) (5.63) (4.21) (7.00) (�0.27) (4.67) (�0.37) (�0.99)

RETURNþ 0.069 0.169 �0.840** 6.092*** 5.327*** 3.540***
(0.29) (0.43) (�2.02) (8.44) (5.11) (3.47)

RETURN� 4.888*** 4.447*** 0.487 5.623*** 5.795*** 1.856***
(7.95) (4.12) (0.92) (7.17) (5.42) (3.14)

HOLDING_PERIOD �0.182* �0.224*** �0.137** �0.068 �0.170 0.098*
(�1.86) (�2.79) (�2.35) (�0.52) (�1.46) (1.88)

LOG(SIZE) �0.795*** �0.734*** �0.769*** �0.415*** �0.283*** �0.622***
(�14.34) (�12.09) (�7.72) (�5.48) (�3.35) (�3.62)

FLOOR_LEVEL 0.894*** 0.734** 1.105** 0.932** 0.323 0.455
(3.16) (2.42) (2.47) (2.56) (0.89) (1.03)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.326*** �0.351*** �0.203*** �0.509*** �0.500*** �0.371***
(�5.87) (�6.20) (�4.05) (�7.41) (�7.40) (�6.19)

PAID-IN_EQUITY �2.346* 0.668 �3.152*** �1.658 2.582 �2.263**
(�1.74) (0.27) (�3.55) (�1.08) (1.30) (�2.20)

FREEHOLD 0.152*** 0.137*** 0.226*** 0.191***
(3.21) (3.03) (4.17) (3.60)

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Unit-Level Sell Propensities for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Panel A. Medium-Term Holding Period (continued)

Medium Holding Period Medium Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Lag(SIBOR) 0.297*** 0.322*** 0.202** 0.258***
(2.59) (2.58) (2.07) (2.84)

DOWN_PAYMENT �5.474** �8.307*** �6.040** �10.434***
(�2.17) (�3.09) (�2.40) (�4.17)

No. of obs. 859,114 859,114 834,157 834,157 834,156 372,836 372,836 361,201 361,201 361,182
Pseudo or Adj. R2 0.0200 0.0218 0.0278 0.0290 0.0119 0.0113 0.0157 0.0226 0.0260 0.0124
Estimation Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes

Panel B. Long-Term Holding Period

Long Holding Period Long Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

DUMMY(RETURN>0) 0.867*** 0.624*** 1.241*** 0.773*** 0.610*** 0.780*** 0.170 0.897*** 0.183 0.181
(7.92) (3.86) (8.74) (6.32) (4.36) (6.99) (1.46) (8.82) (1.62) (1.48)

RETURNþ �0.636*** 0.163 �0.677** 0.038 2.650*** �1.202
(�4.62) (0.74) (�2.39) (0.06) (2.65) (�1.55)

RETURN� 2.460*** 4.515*** 0.911* 5.915*** 8.006*** 1.127
(4.11) (6.04) (1.82) (6.76) (6.31) (1.49)

HOLDING_PERIOD 0.013 �0.076*** �0.002 0.067 �0.074 0.022
(0.51) (�3.34) (�0.12) (1.24) (�1.11) (0.95)

LOG(SIZE) �0.435*** �0.280*** �0.465*** �0.262* �0.053 �0.756***
(�4.74) (�3.09) (�4.62) (�1.84) (�0.40) (�3.64)

FLOOR_LEVEL �0.538** �0.795*** 0.495** �0.644 �1.284*** 1.404***
(�2.11) (�3.73) (2.29) (�1.62) (�3.02) (3.01)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.164*** �0.185*** �0.121*** �0.261*** �0.267*** �0.191***
(�4.60) (�6.01) (�4.28) (�4.89) (�5.12) (�3.38)

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Unit-Level Sell Propensities for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Panel B. Long-Term Holding Period (continued)

Long Holding Period Long Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PAID-IN_EQUITY 0.828 3.956*** �1.062** 1.729 6.397*** �4.288***
(1.15) (5.47) (�2.56) (1.10) (2.97) (�3.81)

FREEHOLD �0.281*** �0.315*** �0.433*** �0.435***
(�7.19) (�7.88) (�6.30) (�6.35)

Lag(SIBOR) 0.274** 0.199 0.240 0.222
(2.11) (1.56) (1.42) (1.41)

DOWN_PAYMENT �0.153 �3.067*** 2.039 �2.972
(�0.14) (�4.68) (0.99) (�1.24)

No. of obs. 1,788,992 1,788,992 1,733,357 1,733,357 1,733,355 541,340 541,340 520,945 520,945 520,921
Pseudo or Adj. R2 0.00592 0.00846 0.0102 0.0125 0.00713 0.00392 0.00540 0.00886 0.0110 0.00904
Estimation Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
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TABLE 6

Selling Prices for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Table 6 records the coefficients (in percentages) fromanOLS regressionwhosedependent variable is a unit’s selling pricepremium for unitswithmediumand long holdingperiodsbasedonquarterly observations from
1998 to 2012. Themediumholding period (Panel A) is >3 years but notmore than 5 years, and the long holdingperiod (Panel B) is defined as>5years. The selling premium is computedby subtracting 1 from the ratio of a
unit’s selling price in quarter tþ 1 normalized by its estimatedmarket price. A unit’smarket price is estimated using the hedonicmodel in equation (2) provided the adjustedR2 in the condominiumproject exceeds 0.70.
Unit-level capital gains are then estimated by comparing market prices with purchase prices. RETURN_RANKþ equals 1–5 for 5 return bins ranging over (0%, 5%], (5%, 10%], (10%, 20%], (20%, 30%], and >30%,
respectively. Similarly, RETURN_RANK� equals �5 to �1 for 5 return bins ranging over <�30%, [�30%, �20%), [�20%, �10%), [�10%, �5%), and [�5%, 0%], respectively. DUMMY(RETURN>0) is an indicator
variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included in the probit along with the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and FLOOR_LEVEL
(dividedby 100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’sbuyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase andPAID-
IN_EQUITY,which is definedas the sumof a unit’s estimateddownpayment and cumulative principal repayments normalized by itsmarket price at thequarter-end. FREEHOLD is a dummyvariable that equals 1when a
condominiumproject’s leaseperiod is either perpetual or 800þ years.Market-level financing constraints include theprevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR), whichmonthlymortgage payments are
based on, and DOWN_PAYMENT, the prevailing minimum required percentage down payment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and t-statistics are reported in parentheses. Models 5 and 10 are
estimated with calendar quarter fixed effects and condominium project fixed effects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Panel A. Medium-Term Holding Period

Medium Holding Period Medium Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

DUMMY(RETURN>0) �1.391*** �0.625** �1.336*** �0.706** �0.695** �1.183*** �0.156 �1.240*** �0.214 0.001
(�10.61) (�2.20) (�6.29) (�2.49) (�2.08) (�7.26) (�0.40) (�5.70) (�0.51) (0.00)

RETURN_RANKþ �0.185*** �0.244*** �0.664*** �0.352** �0.417** �1.410***
(�3.07) (�2.89) (�6.59) (�2.38) (�2.25) (�9.67)

RETURN_RANK� 0.011 0.012 �0.268 �0.198 �0.169 �1.104***
(0.12) (0.10) (�1.37) (�1.36) (�0.98) (�5.36)

HOLDING_PERIOD �0.055 0.033 �0.013 �0.258 �0.170 0.047
(�0.55) (0.30) (�0.09) (�1.33) (�0.80) (0.19)

LOG(SIZE) �0.625** �0.693** �2.221*** 0.388 0.277 �1.176*
(�2.01) (�2.30) (�3.52) (1.19) (0.88) (�1.78)

FLOOR_LEVEL �1.736** �1.687** �1.548 �4.641*** �4.287*** �5.007**
(�2.57) (�2.55) (�1.04) (�3.52) (�3.32) (�2.21)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.181 �0.174 �0.130 �0.033 �0.045 0.073
(�1.16) (�1.10) (�0.88) (�0.12) (�0.17) (0.27)

PAID-IN_EQUITY 3.964** 0.431 �1.521 2.249 �0.682 �23.115***
(2.07) (0.15) (�0.35) (0.52) (�0.13) (�5.61)

FREEHOLD 0.254** 0.232** 0.273* 0.287*
(2.50) (2.26) (1.85) (1.91)

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 6 (continued)

Selling Prices for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Panel A. Medium-Term Holding Period (continued)

Medium Holding Period Medium Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Lag(SIBOR) �0.162** �0.227*** 0.000 �0.042
(�2.46) (�3.07) (0.00) (�0.36)

DOWN_PAYMENT �6.212** �3.223 �8.787* �5.755
(�2.54) (�1.08) (�1.70) (�0.94)

No. of obs. 17,754 17,754 17,262 17,262 17,245 6,305 6,305 6,126 6,126 6,014
Adj. R2 0.00746 0.00816 0.0115 0.0123 0.0183 0.00796 0.00894 0.0137 0.0148 0.0633
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Predicted Y (%) �0.050 �0.050 �0.052 �0.052 �0.052 0.487 0.487 0.470 0.470 0.458

Panel B. Long-Term Holding Period

Long Holding Period Long Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

DUMMY(RETURN>0) �0.700*** 0.145 �0.548*** 0.348 0.546** �0.298** �0.171 �0.452* �0.110 �0.091
(�9.85) (0.75) (�2.78) (1.54) (2.34) (�2.43) (�0.72) (�1.97) (�0.46) (�0.37)

RETURN_RANKþ �0.212*** �0.343*** �0.511*** �0.076 �0.191 �0.458***
(�4.73) (�3.89) (�5.29) (�0.67) (�1.26) (�2.92)

RETURN_RANK� 0.013 �0.049 �0.239** 0.039 �0.008 �0.370***
(0.21) (�0.53) (�2.13) (0.30) (�0.06) (�2.94)

HOLDING_PERIOD �0.075*** �0.020 �0.157*** �0.019 0.015 �0.349***
(�3.29) (�0.55) (�3.75) (�0.24) (0.16) (�4.40)

LOG(SIZE) �0.276 �0.359 �1.048 0.252 0.203 0.229
(�0.63) (�0.86) (�1.30) (0.49) (0.41) (0.23)

FLOOR_LEVEL �1.990** �1.690* �4.456*** �4.893*** �4.724*** �11.460***
(�2.24) (�1.92) (�3.45) (�5.25) (�4.76) (�10.11)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.128** �0.141** �0.070 �0.201 �0.199 �0.006
(�2.09) (�2.28) (�1.03) (�1.64) (�1.64) (�0.04)

PAID-IN_EQUITY 1.000 �1.904 1.481 �2.028 �3.380 0.009
(1.20) (�1.32) (0.98) (�0.74) (�0.96) (0.00)
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TABLE 6 (continued)

Selling Prices for Medium and Long Holding Periods

Panel B. Long-Term Holding Period (continued)

Long Holding Period Long Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

FREEHOLD 0.150** 0.154** �0.163 �0.160
(2.20) (2.26) (�1.43) (�1.44)

Lag(SIBOR) �0.091*** �0.135*** �0.103 �0.107
(�2.99) (�3.58) (�1.27) (�1.32)

DOWN_PAYMENT 1.752 3.784** 7.032* 8.195*
(1.25) (2.11) (1.90) (1.88)

No. of obs. 32,087 32,087 31,091 31,091 31,061 10,743 10,743 10,392 10,392 10,344
Adj. R2 0.00257 0.00373 0.00393 0.00571 0.0104 0.000459 0.000340 0.00444 0.00454 0.0308
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Predicted Y (%) �0.270 �0.270 �0.270 �0.270 �0.271 0.088 0.088 0.098 0.098 0.102
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TABLE 7

Sell Propensities of Short-Term Units Across Different Return Ranges

Table 7 records the marginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines unit-level sell probabilities for units with short holding periods ≤3 years in each quarter of our 1998–2012 sample. In this analysis, the
absolute value of each unit’s capital gain is bounded by either 15%or 25%. The dependent variable equals 1 if a unit is sold in quarter tþ 1 after its capital gain is estimated. RETURN is estimated by subtracting a unit’s purchaseprice from
its estimated market price, and then normalizing this difference by the purchase price. A unit’s market price is determined using the hedonic model in equation (2) provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium project exceeds 0.70.
RETURNþ is defined as MAX(RETURN, 0) and RETURN� is defined as MIN(RETURN, 0). DUMMY(RETURN>0) is an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its
purchase, is also included in the probit along with the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and FLOOR_LEVEL (divided by 100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if
the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase, and PAID-IN_EQUITY, which is defined as the sumof a unit’s estimated down payment and cumulative principal repayments normalized by itsmarket price at the
quarter-end. FREEHOLD is a dummy variable that equals 1 when a condominium project’s lease period is either perpetual or 800þ years. Market-level financing constraints include the prevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore
(SIBOR), which monthly mortgage payments are based on, and DOWN_PAYMENT, the prevailing minimum required percentage down payment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and z-statistics (t-statistics for OLS
models) are reported in parentheses. Models 5 and 10 are estimated using OLS with calendar quarter fixed effects and condominium project fixed effects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.

Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 15% Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 25%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUMMY(RETURN>0) 0.698*** 0.093* 0.497*** 0.110*** �0.019 1.136*** 0.225*** 0.726*** 0.232*** �0.100
(9.59) (1.83) (8.27) (2.89) (�0.39) (11.62) (3.35) (8.26) (4.65) (�1.48)

RETURNþ 8.164*** 4.654*** 6.921*** 7.586*** 4.540*** 7.010***
(14.10) (8.20) (8.12) (12.55) (7.00) (9.21)

RETURN� �0.110 2.023*** 3.084*** 0.127 2.690*** 3.139***
(�0.12) (2.91) (3.04) (0.13) (3.36) (3.32)

HOLDING_PERIOD 0.570*** 0.468*** 0.804*** 0.681*** 0.466*** 0.834***
(10.68) (8.72) (9.93) (10.84) (6.89) (10.25)

LOG(SIZE) �0.399*** �0.348*** �0.790*** �0.584*** �0.501*** �1.039***
(�8.37) (�7.28) (�5.71) (�10.96) (�9.07) (�7.85)

FLOOR_LEVEL 0.401*** 0.237* 0.310 0.635*** 0.336** 0.426
(2.75) (1.75) (1.05) (3.30) (2.10) (1.51)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.232*** �0.234*** �0.239*** �0.258*** �0.272*** �0.234***
(�8.58) (�9.02) (�5.93) (�7.46) (�8.58) (�6.14)

PAID-IN_EQUITY �2.253* 1.624 �2.518** �5.466*** 2.602 �3.152***
(�1.70) (1.09) (�2.55) (�3.43) (1.38) (�2.80)

FREEHOLD 0.060*** 0.052*** 0.084*** 0.073***
(2.81) (2.58) (3.15) (3.09)

Lag(SIBOR) 0.010 0.032 0.027 0.073*
(0.28) (0.98) (0.56) (1.65)

DOWN_PAYMENT �5.374*** �8.716*** �3.499** �10.278***
(�3.73) (�5.55) (�2.05) (�5.18)

No. of obs. 1,078,434 1,078,434 1,026,293 1,026,293 1,026,291 1,470,467 1,470,467 1,402,166 1,402,166 1,402,165
Pseudo or Adj. R2 0.00962 0.0169 0.0693 0.0728 0.0147 0.0173 0.0310 0.0663 0.0715 0.0170
Estimation Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
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TABLE 8

Selling Prices of Short-Term Units Across Different Return Ranges

Table 8 records the coefficients (in percentages) from anOLS regression whose dependent variable is a unit’s selling price premium for units with short holding periods≤3 years based on quarterly observations from 1998 to 2012. In this
analysis, the absolute value of each unit’s capital gain is bounded by either 15% or 25%. The selling premium is computed by subtracting 1 from the ratio of a unit’s selling price in quarter tþ 1 normalized by its estimated market price. A
unit’s market price is estimated using the hedonic model in equation (2) provided the adjusted R2 in the condominium project exceeds 0.70. Unit-level capital gains are then estimated by comparing market prices with purchase prices.
RETURN is estimated by subtracting a unit’s purchase price from its estimated market price, and then normalizing this difference by the purchase price. RETURN_RANKþ equals 1–5 for 5 return bins ranging over (0%, 5%], (5%, 10%],
(10%, 20%], (20%, 30%], and >30%, respectively. Similarly, RETURN_RANK� equals�5 to�1 for 5 return bins ranging over <�30%, [�30%,�20%), [�20%,�10%), [�10%,�5%), and [�5%, 0%], respectively. DUMMY(RETURN>0) is
an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included in the probit along with the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and FLOOR_LEVEL (divided by
100). Unit-level control variables for financing constraints include a PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase, and PAID-IN_EQUITY, which is defined
as the sum of a unit’s estimated down payment and cumulative principal repayments normalized by its market price at the quarter-end. FREEHOLD is a dummy variable that equals 1 when a condominium project’s lease period is either
perpetual or 800þ years. Market-level financing constraints include the prevailing 3-month interbank offer rate in Singapore (SIBOR), which monthly mortgage payments are based on, and DOWN_PAYMENT, the prevailing minimum
requiredpercentage downpayment. Standard errors are clustered by calendar quarter and t-statistics are reported in parentheses.Models 5 and 10 are estimatedwith calendar quarter fixed effects and condominiumproject fixed effects.
*, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 15% Short Holding Period, Absolute Return Within 25%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUMMY(RETURN>0) �1.019*** �0.490 �1.494*** �0.450 �0.593** �1.412*** �0.125 �1.378*** �0.142 �0.095
(�4.47) (�1.60) (�5.55) (�1.45) (�2.00) (�5.38) (�0.50) (�5.30) (�0.57) (�0.45)

RETURN_RANKþ �0.332*** �0.588*** �0.986*** �0.632*** �0.741*** �1.283***
(�2.71) (�4.13) (�8.66) (�7.46) (�7.11) (�16.25)

RETURN_RANK� 0.234 �0.026 �0.371 0.416** 0.233 �0.355**
(1.07) (�0.09) (�1.44) (2.44) (1.09) (�2.12)

HOLDING_PERIOD �1.367*** �1.166*** �0.806*** �1.334*** �0.985*** �0.452***
(�6.78) (�5.23) (�4.78) (�8.97) (�5.41) (�3.23)

LOG(SIZE) �0.667** �0.778** �1.188 �0.629* �0.772** �1.492*
(�2.01) (�2.38) (�1.65) (�1.86) (�2.24) (�1.88)

FLOOR_LEVEL 0.810 1.133 �3.412** �0.268 0.202 �2.554**
(0.69) (0.98) (�2.28) (�0.32) (0.24) (�2.59)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.177 �0.163 0.137 �0.125 �0.081 0.113
(�0.95) (�0.85) (0.82) (�0.78) (�0.49) (0.74)

PAID-IN_EQUITY 0.013 �9.362 �10.262*** 13.531** �1.256 �11.436***
(0.00) (�1.22) (�4.02) (2.30) (�0.19) (�6.40)

FREEHOLD �0.511*** �0.496*** �0.454*** �0.443***
(�3.69) (�3.59) (�4.03) (�3.97)

Lag(SIBOR) �0.019 �0.053 �0.037 �0.056
(�0.10) (�0.27) (�0.27) (�0.36)

DOWN_PAYMENT �7.412 1.023 �17.710*** �4.988
(�1.11) (0.14) (�3.28) (�0.83)

No. of obs. 11,770 11,770 11,147 11,147 11,083 20,125 20,125 19,175 19,175 19,142
Pseudo R2 0.00430 0.00542 0.0380 0.0408 0.113 0.00725 0.0145 0.0285 0.0362 0.0901
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Predicted Y (%) 2.014 2.014 2.067 2.067 2.064 1.450 1.450 1.476 1.476 1.478
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seller. Second, transaction costs are relatively low in the Singapore’s residential real
estate market, implying the gain threshold that initiates selling is not very different
after accounting for transaction costs. Low transaction costs are consistent with the
homogeneity and liquidity of Singapore’s private residential property market.

In the theoretical literature, models such as Barberis and Xiong (2012) include
transaction costs when defining the gain threshold that induces selling. However,
empirical studies do not typically incorporate transaction costs when defining
gains. For example, Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) do not adjust the reference
price for transaction costs, nor do Frydman, Hartzmark, and Solomon (2018).
While Odean (1998) addresses transaction costs and taxes, he finds these frictions
do not alter his conclusions.

Nevertheless, we repeat our main analysis using measures based on transac-
tion-costs adjusted returns. There are 2 types of transaction costs that apply to
residential property transactions in Singapore. Sales are assisted by a real estate
agent who is affiliated with a real estate brokerage. Almost all transactions are
facilitated by a broker due to their low cost. For example, footnote #1 of Agarwal,
He, Sing, and Song (2019) reports that real estate agent commissions are only 1%
for the seller of a residential property in Singapore. Buyers do not pay any agent
commissions. The second transaction cost is the buyer stamp duty, which is a tax
paid by the buyer. This tax is between 2% and 3% depending on the sale price of the
property.14

Table 9 reports our sell propensity results using transaction-costs adjusted
returns. The transaction costs-adjusted return is defined as

ADJ_RETURN=
0:99�S$Estimated Priceð Þ� S$Purchase Price�S$Buyer Stamp Dutyð Þ

S$Purchase Price
:(6)

The results in Table 9 are based on returns that are adjusted for transaction
costs parallel to those in Table 3. Observe that the coefficients are similar in terms
of magnitude and statistical significance. This similarity is not surprising because
transaction costs are low and do not vary much across observations. Indeed,
unadjusted and adjusted return measures are highly correlated (>0.90) and this
multi-collinearity prevents us from including them both in our statistical tests.
However, sell propensities around a “zero” capital gain are similar whether capital
gains are defined with or without transaction costs.

As both return specifications are statistically indistinguishable due their high
correlation, we choose to retain the baseline definition that does not include
transaction costs. This choice is motivated by its simpler depiction of investor
behavior since the unadjusted purchase price is likely to be a more salient reference
price than one complicated by transaction costs. Hartzmark and Solomon (2019)
provide a similar example in the stock market as their study of the disposition effect
suggests that investors do not adjust reference prices for dividends.

14The stamp duty payable by the buyer is 1% for the first S$180,000 of the sale price, 2% for the next
S$180,000, 3% for any amount above S$360,000. See https://www.iras.gov.sg/IRASHome/Other-
Taxes/Stamp-Duty-for-Property/
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TABLE 9

Unit-Level Sell Propensities for Short Holding Periods with Transaction Costs-Adjusted Returns

Table 9 records themarginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines unit-level sell probabilities for units with short holding periods (defined as periods≤3 years) in each quarter of our 1998–2012 sample. The
dependent variable equals 1 if a unit is sold in quarter tþ 1 after its capital gain is estimated. A unit’s RETURN is estimated by subtracting its purchase price from its estimatedmarket price, which is determined using the hedonic model in
equation (2) provided the adjustedR2 in the condominiumproject exceeds 0.70. This difference is then normalized by the unit’s purchaseprice. Returns are adjusted for transaction costs using 0:99�S$Market Priceð Þ� S$Purchase Price�S$Stamp Dutyð Þ

S$Purchase Price .
The broker commission is assumed to be 1%of the unit’smarket price, which is estimated using the hedonic model in Table 2.The stamp duty payable by the buyer is 1% for the first S$180,000 of the sale price, 2% for the next S$180,000,
3% for any amount above S$360,000. ADJ_RETURNþ is defined asMAX(ADJ_RETURN, 0) and ADJ_RETURN� is defined asMIN(ADJ_RETURN, 0). DUMMY(ADJ_RETURN>0) is an indicator variable for units with a capital gain. The unit’s
HOLDING_PERIOD, defined as the number of years since its purchase, is also included in theprobit alongwith the unit’s square footage (SIZE) and FLOOR_LEVEL (dividedby 100). Unit-level control variables for financingconstraints include a
PUBLIC_HOUSING indicator variable that equals 1 if the unit’s buyer was a resident of public housing at the time of its purchase, and PAID-IN_EQUITY, which is defined as the sum of a unit’s estimated down payment and cumulative principal
repaymentsnormalizedby itsmarket price at thequarter-end. FREEHOLD is adummyvariable that equals 1whenacondominiumproject’s leaseperiod is either perpetual or 800þ years.Market-level financingconstraints include theprevailing
3-month interbankoffer rate inSingapore (SIBOR),whichmonthlymortgagepaymentsarebasedon,andDOWN_PAYMENT, theprevailingminimumrequiredpercentagedownpayment. Standarderrorsareclusteredbycalendarquarter and z-
statistics (t-statistics forOLSmodels) are reported inparentheses.Models 5and10areestimatedusingOLSwithcalendarquarter fixedeffectsandcondominiumproject fixedeffects. *, **, and *** represent statistical significanceat the10%,5%,
and 1% levels, respectively.

Transaction Costs-Adjusted Return Transaction Costs-Adjusted Absolute Return Within 20%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUMMY(ADJ_RETURN>0) 1.837*** 1.437*** 1.185*** 0.963*** 0.559*** 1.263*** 0.372*** 0.759*** 0.250*** �0.042
(13.35) (11.68) (10.26) (9.97) (5.60) (14.55) (8.01) (8.46) (6.37) (�0.81)

ADJ_RETURNþ 1.603*** 0.758* 0.990* 7.770*** 4.352*** 7.692***
(6.14) (1.81) (1.71) (11.23) (6.67) (9.26)

ADJ_RETURN� 0.406 3.153*** 1.675** 1.220 3.222*** 3.021***
(0.47) (3.00) (2.13) (1.22) (3.89) (2.94)

HOLDING_PERIOD 0.598*** 0.480*** 0.812*** 0.653*** 0.493*** 0.863***
(10.54) (5.20) (9.94) (10.01) (7.02) (10.77)

LOG(SIZE) �0.731*** �0.681*** �1.188*** �0.579*** �0.506*** �1.054***
(�12.30) (�10.81) (�9.62) (�10.88) (�9.19) (�7.87)

FLOOR_LEVEL 1.039*** 0.817*** 0.666** 0.597*** 0.362** 0.437
(3.72) (3.76) (2.52) (3.29) (2.20) (1.56)

PUBLIC_HOUSING �0.308*** �0.314*** �0.213*** �0.259*** �0.272*** �0.230***
(�6.63) (�6.71) (�5.72) (�7.43) (�8.27) (�5.77)

PAID-IN_EQUITY �4.113** 2.079 �5.267*** �4.342*** 2.079 �3.516***
(�2.26) (0.81) (�4.63) (�2.66) (1.03) (�3.14)

FREEHOLD 0.106*** 0.106*** 0.084*** 0.078***
(3.78) (3.67) (3.15) (3.12)

Lag(SIBOR) 0.118 0.155** 0.030 0.064
(1.54) (2.04) (0.60) (1.34)

DOWN_PAYMENT �5.731*** �11.122*** �4.646*** �10.106***
(�3.07) (�4.25) (�2.63) (�4.83)

No. of obs. 1,964,907 1,964,907 1,878,999 1,878,999 1,878,999 1,349,090 1,349,090 1,285,168 1,285,668 1,285,167
Pseudo or Adj. R2 0.0288 0.0333 0.0596 0.0605 0.0171 0.0208 0.0291 0.0685 0.0718 0.0170
Estimation Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS Probit Probit Probit Probit OLS
Quarter fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
Condo project fixed effects No No No No Yes No No No No Yes
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F. Stock Transactions

Our main result from studying real estate data is that sell propensities are flat
over losses and increasing in gains. This fits the predictions of realization utility in
Barberis and Xiong (2012) with the added assumption of investor heterogeneity.
Barberis and Xiong (2012) argue that the salience of reference prices in the housing
market makes realization utility applicable, and we find supporting empirical
evidence for their argument.

However, the selling propensity pattern we find does not fit recent evidence
pertaining to the stock market. For short-term stock transactions, Ben-David and
Hirshleifer (2012) show that the sell propensity is V-shaped around a zero capital
gain and conclude this evidence supports belief revision. Although the V-shape
appears inconsistent with realization utility, Ingersoll and Jin (2013) provide a
generalized version of realization utility that has reference-dependent preferences
and produces a V-shaped pattern for sell propensities. Intuitively, investors may
realize a loss to reset the reference price at a lower level, which provides greater
utility if the reinvested proceeds gain in value.

In this section, we replicate Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) methodology
to investigate whether some stock transactions exhibit sell propensities similar to
the pattern we find for real estate transactions—flat over losses and increasing in
gains.

We obtain the discount brokerage data used in Barber and Odean (2000) and
carefully replicate Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) main result.15 Table 10
reports the results with its legend summarizing how this panel is created. There
are 3 sets of results, one for each of the 3 holding periods defined by Ben-David
and Hirshleifer (2012): short (1–20 days), medium (21–250 days), and long
(> 250 days). Since Ben-David andHirshleifer (2012) find that theV-shaped pattern
is strongest over the short horizon, we focus our discussion on the short holding
period specifications in models 1–4.

Table 10 confirms the V-shaped sell propensity for short-term stock invest-
ments. According to model 1, the marginal effect of RETURNþ (variable that
equals MAX(RETURN, 0)) on the sell propensity is positive at 3.665%, and the
marginal effect of RETURN� (variable that equals MIN(RETURN, 0)) on the sell
propensity is negative at �2.340%.16

We then add interactions with a dummy variable LARGE_PURCHASE,
which equals 1 for purchases greater than $20,000 and 0 otherwise. The estimated
marginal effect for the interaction variable LARGE_PURCHASE� RETURNþ in
model 2 is insignificantly different from zero, indicating no difference in the sell
propensity slope for positive returns. Importantly, the marginal effect for the
interaction variable LARGE_PURCHASE � RETURN� is positive and signifi-
cant. Its 2.169% magnitude offsets the negative slope of �2.428% for Return�.
Therefore, the shape of sell propensities for large-sized stock purchases mirror the
shape of the sell propensities we estimate for real estate data—flat over losses and

15We thank Terry Odean for providing these data.
16The sign and statistical significance of our marginal effects are very similar to those reported in

Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012). For example, model 1 in our Table 10 mirrors model 1 in Panel A of
their Table 4, with almost every sign and statistical significance thresholds matching.
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TABLE 10

Sell Propensities for Stock Transactions

Table 10 records the marginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines investor sell probabilities for stocks in holding-period subsamples using the Barber and Odean (2000) discount
brokeragedata from Jan. 1990 toNov. 1996.We report results for 3 holding periods: short (1–20 days), medium (21–250 days), and long (> 250 days). FollowingBen-David andHirshleifer (2012), a large investor-stock-
day panel is built where an initial core unit is an investor transaction and a random sample of 10,000 investor accounts is used due to computational capacity limitations. An investor-stock-day’s cumulative return since
purchase is tracked fromposition opening until the day the position is sold (including apartial sale), or when additional shares of the same stock are purchased, or when the horizon ends. The dependent variable equals
1 for sell days. Return is the cumulative return since purchase computed from CRSP. RETURNþ is defined as MAX(RETURN, 0) and RETURN� is defined as MIN(RETURN, 0). The other explanatory variables are: a
dummy variable for RETURN=0, a dummy variable for RETURN>0, the square root of the number of days the position is held (TIME_OWNED), and the log of the purchase price (BUY_PRICE). Volatility of daily returns is
computed for the 1-year periodpreceding thepurchase andVOLATILITY� is equal to this VOLATILITY if the observation is associatedwith a loss (RETURN≤0), or is 0 otherwise. VOLATILITYþ is equal to this VOLATILITY
if the observation is a gain (RETURN>0), or is 0 otherwise. Non-binary variables are winsorized at the extreme 1%.Models 1, 5, and 9mirror specifications 1, 2, and 3, respectively, of Panel A in table 4 of Ben-David and
Hirshleifer (2012). Three sets of interactions with RETURNþ and RETURN� are examined. A LARGE_PURCHASE dummy is defined as observations associated with purchases with amounts >$20,000. A
NON_REINVEST dummy is defined as observations not associated with reinvestment. Reinvestment observations are stock-investor observations which when eventually sold are reinvested into another stock on
the sale date, as defined by Frydman et al. (2018). A ONE_PURCHASE dummy is defined as investor-stock observations associated with a single purchase of a stock. Standard errors are clustered by investor and z-
statistics are reported in parentheses, with *, **, and *** representing statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Short Horizon (1–20 days) Medium Horizon (21–250 days) Long Horizon (>250 days)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

DUMMY(RETURN>0) 0.222*** 0.195*** 0.226*** 0.217*** 0.016* 0.017* 0.021** 0.015 �0.022*** �0.021*** �0.018*** �0.022***
(4.64) (4.18) (4.77) (4.58) (1.73) (1.89) (2.25) (1.63) (�4.73) (�4.60) (�3.96) (�4.68)

RETURNþ 3.665*** 3.554*** 2.250*** 2.561*** 0.205*** 0.216*** 0.200*** 0.151*** �0.009*** �0.007*** 0.014 �0.002
(23.90) (23.76) (5.98) (9.54) (17.94) (18.91) (5.74) (7.60) (�3.26) (�2.73) (1.61) (�0.42)

RETURN� �2.340*** �2.428*** �1.627*** �1.866*** �0.150*** �0.150*** �0.267*** �0.175*** �0.034*** �0.032*** �0.046** �0.034**
(�11.28) (�12.18) (�3.34) (�5.86) (�6.31) (�6.24) (�5.12) (�5.07) (�3.29) (�3.10) (�2.28) (�2.32)

DUMMY(RETURN=0) �0.106*** �0.084** �0.106*** �0.113*** �0.081*** �0.079*** �0.079*** �0.081*** �0.005 �0.004 �0.003 �0.004
(�2.92) (�2.45) (�2.97) (�3.18) (�4.46) (�4.39) (�4.45) (�4.49) (�0.17) (�0.16) (�0.11) (�0.16)

SQRT(TIME_OWNED) �0.302*** �0.275*** �0.296*** �0.290*** �0.029*** �0.028*** �0.029*** �0.029*** �0.006*** �0.006*** �0.006*** �0.006***
(�9.58) (�9.06) (�9.58) (�9.19) (�30.43) (�30.16) (�30.16) (�30.50) (�24.61) (�24.49) (�23.53) (�24.64)

LOG(BUY_PRICE) 0.165*** 0.104*** 0.163*** 0.166*** 0.018*** 0.012*** 0.019*** 0.018*** 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002
(5.24) (3.69) (5.26) (5.30) (4.34) (2.81) (4.49) (4.38) (1.32) (1.05) (1.47) (1.29)

VOLATILITYþ 13.196*** 12.523*** 12.854*** 12.697*** 5.475*** 5.420*** 5.382*** 5.477*** 2.719*** 2.711*** 2.605*** 2.723***
(9.22) (9.48) (9.13) (8.89) (20.44) (20.59) (20.51) (20.41) (16.84) (16.86) (16.76) (16.86)

VOLATILITY� 13.859*** 12.972*** 13.676*** 13.095*** 1.759*** 1.762*** 1.810*** 1.731*** 0.141 0.161 0.192 0.152
(9.22) (9.28) (9.19) (9.12) (6.38) (6.47) (6.66) (6.28) (0.98) (1.11) (1.38) (1.05)

LARGE_PURCHASE 1.532*** 0.271*** 0.032***
(12.07) (12.91) (3.91)

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Sell Propensities for Stock Transactions

Short Horizon (1–20 days) Medium Horizon (21–250 days) Long Horizon (>250 days)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

LARGE_PURCHASE �
RETURNþ

�0.003 �0.158*** �0.029***
(�0.01) (�3.71) (�3.07)

LARGE_PURCHASE �
RETURN�

2.169*** 0.168*** �0.008
(4.12) (2.59) (�0.35)

NON_REINVEST �0.902*** �0.276*** �0.218***
(�14.95) (�21.30) (�22.33)

NON_REINVEST �
RETURNþ

1.505*** 0.004 �0.022**
(4.29) (0.12) (�2.54)

NON_REINVEST �
RETURN�

�0.778 0.122** 0.011
(�1.64) (2.42) (0.59)

ONE_PURCHASE �0.414*** �0.018** 0.008**
(�7.32) (�2.21) (2.12)

ONE_PURCHASE �
RETURNþ

1.480*** 0.069*** �0.008*
(5.48) (3.33) (�1.69)

ONE_PURCHASE �
RETURN�

�0.715** 0.031 0.001
(�2.07) (0.92) (0.10)

No. of obs. 1,491,780 1,491,780 1,491,780 1,491,780 9,101,874 9,101,874 9,101,874 9,101,874 9,574,185 9,574,185 9,574,185 9,574,185
Pseudo R2 0.0354 0.0523 0.0392 0.0382 0.0215 0.0242 0.0247 0.0216 0.0140 0.0143 0.0206 0.0141
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upward sloping over gains. This implies that our results using real estate data differ
from Ben-David and Hirshleifer’s (2012) because real estate transactions involve
large dollar amounts. Indeed, the same sell propensity pattern (flat over losses and
upward sloping over gains) is observed for stock transactions involving large dollar
amounts.

Table 10 also presents the results for interactions involving nonreinvestment days
and single purchases. A reinvestment day is defined according to Frydman et al.
(2018) as a day where a sale is accompanied by the purchase of another stock
(NON_REINVEST dummy equals 1 if the investor-stock is not associated with
reinvestment). The authors argue that when investors sell positions with a large loss
and immediately reinvest the proceeds, they retain the same mental account and
reference price as the original position. However, Ingersoll and Jin (2013) model
investors willing to realize a loss and reinvest the proceeds to reset the reference price
at a lower level due to the additional utility from the S-shaped utility function. The
model 3 estimations show that the V-shape is present in both reinvestment and
noninvestment observations, but thenonreinvestment observations are associatedwith
a significantly steeper positive slope and an insignificantly different negative slope.
Since the disposition effect is based on the relative steepness of the positive slope, the
latter result is consistent with Frydman et al. (2018) who report the disposition effect is
stronger for nonreinvestment observations.The existence of aV-shape in reinvestment
observations is consistent with the predictions of Ingersoll and Jin (2013), whereas the
V-shape in nonreinvestment observations is more consistent with Ben-David and
Hirshleifer’s (2012) belief revision. Because there is also a V-shape in nonreinvest-
ment observations, we cannot conclude that the V-shaped pattern in the stock trans-
actions data is driven solely by Ingersoll and Jin’s (2013) realization utility.

Table 10 also presents results for single-purchase day interactions. The
ONE_PURCHASE dummy equals 1 for investor-stock observations associated
with a purchase of a single stock. These purchases are likely associated with more
salient reference prices compared to cases where reference prices are weighted
averages involving multiple purchases of the same stock. Model 4 of Table 10
shows that single purchases are associated with a more pronounced V-shaped
pattern, although the change in the positive slope is larger in magnitude than the
change in the negative slope. Therefore, unlike the salience proxy defined by large
purchases, using single purchases as a proxy for salience does not lead to sell
propensities that are flat over losses and upward sloping in gains. Hence, as shown
earlier, the V-shaped pattern is evident for typical short-term stock investments,
and any increased saliency associated with single-purchase observations does not
induce the same sell propensities as in the real estate market.

In unreported results, probit estimations that use only the subsample of large-
sized transactions haveNON_REINVESTandONE_PURCHASE interactions that
are all statistically insignificant. This highlights the applicability of Barberis and
Xiong’s (2012) realization utility to large-sized transactions, and indicates that any
additional impact provided by the NON_REINVESTand ONE_PURCHASE vari-
ables is marginal for large-sized stock transactions.

Barberis and Xiong (2012) argue that the saliency of a transaction is important
for realization utility to apply. However, realization utility applying can lead to sell
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propensities that are either flat over losses and upward sloping over gains as
Barberis and Xiong (2012) predict, or V-shaped sell propensities as Ingersoll and
Jin (2013) predict. Because transaction size appears to have a critical role in
differentiating between sell propensities over losses, we examine if the sell pro-
pensity slope over losses becomes flatter as the size of a stock transaction increases.
Such a pattern could be consistent with investors experiencing more pain admitting
mistakes for large purchases compared to small purchases.

We divide stock purchases into 4 groups based either on their size:≤$5k, ($5k,
$10k], ($10k, $20k], and >$20k; or relative size (i.e., size of the position as a
fraction of portfolio value): <0.2, [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6) and≥0.6.We repeat the short-
term sell propensity estimations by adding dummy variables for size or relative size
and their interactions with RETURNþ and RETURN�. We omit the variables
associated with the smallest size group so that this group forms the baseline.
Provided it is more painful to admit mistakes for larger purchases, the interaction
between size and RETURN� should have a more positive marginal effect as size
increases. We see in Table 11 that this is indeed the case as the interaction of size
with RETURN� has an increasingly positive marginal effect as size increases. For
relative size, we find a similar pattern. Overall, the larger the size or relative size of a
transaction, the flatter the slope of its sell propensity over the loss region.

The results in Table 11 improve our understanding of why real estate trans-
actions produce sell propensities over losses that differ from Ben-David and Hirsh-
leifer (2012). Barberis and Xiong (2012) argue that realization utility applies to
salient transactions. The large size of real estate transactions appears to increase
salience. Specifically, large investments are more likely to be salient, and hence
realization utility is more likely to apply. But different realization utility theories
have different sell propensity predictions over the loss region. There are
two possible explanations why sell propensities are flat over losses. First, liquida-
tions might occur mostly for exogenous reasons, which is likely for real estate
transactions. Second, it might be harder to admit a mistake as the purchase size
increases, as indicated by the results in Table 11.

For smaller-sized stock transactions, even for a single purchase, admitting a
mistake might be easier. Hence, a V-shaped selling pattern continues to be observed
for small stock transactions and we cannot unequivocally distinguish whether
Ingersoll and Jin’s (2013) version of realization utility or Ben-David and Hirshlei-
fer’s (2012) belief revision explanation is responsible for this pattern. However,
belief revision cannot explain why large-sized stock transactions and real estate
transactions have sell propensities that are flat over losses and upward sloping in
gains. Therefore, our main contribution in the article is to show that in these
two important settings, sell propensities follow the realization utility predictions
of Barberis and Xiong (2012).

V. Additional Tests and Alternative Explanations

This section provides empirical results regarding additional tests and alterna-
tive explanations.
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A. Adjusting for Inflation

Our main results assume that investors anchor on the purchase price and their
selling decisions depend on this fixed reference price. However, if investors account
for inflation, large nominal gains resulting from inflation might provide less utility.
To adjust for inflation, we obtain a time-series of the consumer price index from the
Singapore Department of Statistics (https://www.singstat.gov.sg/find-data) and

TABLE 11

Impact of Stock Transaction Size on Sell Propensities for Short Holding Periods

Table 11 records the marginal effects (in percentages) from a probit panel estimation that examines investor sell probabilities
for stocks using the Barber and Odean (2000) discount brokerage data from Jan. 1990 to Nov. 1996. We report results for the
short holding periods of 1–20 days. The panel setup and variable definitions are described in the legend of Table 10. Two sets
of interactions with size groups are examined, one based on size and another based on relative size. For size, purchases are
sorted into size groups 1–4 based on the dollar value of the purchase in these ranges: ≤$5k, ($5k, $10k], ($10k, $20k], and
>$20k respectively. For relative size, purchases are sorted into 4 relative size groups 1–4 based on the value of the stock
position as a fraction of portfolio value in these ranges: <0.2, [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6), and ≥0.6 respectively. The smallest size or
relative size group’s variables are excluded from the estimations so that they form the baseline. Standard errors are clustered
by investor and z-statistics are reported in parentheses, with *, **, and *** representing statistical significance at the 10%, 5%,
and 1% levels, respectively.

Four Size Groups Determined By:

Baseline Dollar Amount of Purchase Position Relative to Account Value

1 2 3

DUMMY(RETURN>0) 0.222*** 0.166*** 0.218***
(4.64) (3.58) (4.55)

RETURNþ 3.665*** 2.947*** 3.668***
(23.90) (17.01) (13.19)

RETURN� �2.340*** �2.353*** �2.788***
(�11.28) (�9.74) (�9.91)

DUMMY(RETURN=0) �0.106*** �0.075** �0.109***
(�2.92) (�2.25) (�3.02)

Sqrt (TIME_OWNED) �0.302*** �0.266*** �0.300***
(�9.58) (�9.10) (�9.57)

LOG (BUY_PRICE) 0.165*** 0.074** 0.155***
(5.24) (2.47) (5.11)

VOLATILITYþ 13.196*** 12.905*** 13.093***
(9.22) (9.86) (8.73)

VOLATILITY� 13.859*** 12.825*** 13.694***
(9.22) (9.52) (9.11)

SIZE_GROUP_2 0.152** 0.100*
(2.05) (1.84)

SIZE_GROUP_2 � RETURNþ 1.561*** 0.544*
(6.45) (1.86)

SIZE_GROUP_2 � RETURN� �0.207 0.111
(�0.56) (0.32)

SIZE_GROUP_3 0.640*** 0.311***
(8.76) (3.63)

SIZE_GROUP_3 � RETURNþ 1.230*** �0.324
(4.30) (�0.89)

SIZE_GROUP_3 � RETURN� 0.526 1.063**
(1.47) (2.08)

SIZE_GROUP_4 1.884*** 0.047
(14.00) (0.57)

SIZE_GROUP_4 � RETURNþ 0.426 �0.307
(1.00) (�0.89)

SIZE_GROUP_4 � RETURN� 2.244*** 1.114***
(4.25) (2.72)

No. of obs. 1,491,780 1,491,780 1,491,780
Pseudo R2 0.0354 0.0592 0.0366
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compute an inflation-adjusted return which equals 1þRETURNð Þ
1þπð Þ �1, where RETURN

is the cumulative return since purchase from the hedonic model, and π is the
cumulative inflation since purchase. We reconstruct all our return-based variables
using this inflation-adjusted return and re-estimate our main results in Table 3 (sell
propensities for short-term units). We find that in this sample, the difference
between the average return and the average inflation-adjusted return is 3.5%. This
difference is not large due to the short holding period.

The results (unreported) are similar to the original results as the sell propen-
sities remain upward sloping over gains. Specifically, 5 of the 6 marginal effects for
RETURNþ are positive and significant. However, if investors condition on actual
returns and not inflation-adjusted returns, then additional noise is introduced into
the estimation by conditioning on inflation-adjusted returns.

Overall, we believe that behaviorally biased investors are more likely to
anchor on the simple purchase price. A fair amount of sophistication is required
to compute an inflation-adjusted purchase price.

B. Belief Revision

According to Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012), informed speculative trading
provides an alternative explanation for the appearance of the disposition effect.
Informed trading can explain the high sell propensities of investors once the price
has incorporated their good private information and created a gain.17 Informed
trading can also explain the delay in selling positions with a loss, and may motivate
further purchases at a lower price, provided the arrival of good information is
eventually expected to increase the price. Kelly (2018) shows that company insiders
must have negative information before they are willing to sell at a loss.

However, unlike the stock market, informed trading in the real estate market is
less important since private unit-level information is less relevant to unit-level
prices. Instead, the high correlation among unit-level price fluctuations indicates
a high sensitivity to market-level price fluctuations.18 Therefore, market timing
ability rather than selection ability is more important. Consequently, the realization
of a loss is more likely to arise from an exogenous liquidity shock than the arrival of
negative information. Because we do not find any V-shaped pattern consistent with
belief revision in our real estate data, we conclude that realization utility of Barberis
and Xiong (2012) offers a better description of selling behavior in this market.

C. Financing Constraints

Our results are robust to several proxies for financing constraints at both the
investor level (cross section) and the market level (time series). The coefficients for
these control variables offer interpretations that are often inconsistent with

17Crane and Hartzell (2010) examine the property investments of 266 Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REITs) and find that REITmanagers are subject to the disposition effect. However, their results
regarding professional managers in commercial real estate are more difficult to disentangle from
informed trading, especially by REIT managers with a broad investment mandate and portfolios
containing multiple properties.

18For investors with multiple units, portfolio rebalancing is ineffective because of this high cross-
correlation.
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financing constraints.Moreover, financing constraints predict themarginal effect of
RETURN� for sell propensities is positive, but the results in Table 3 report that this
marginal effect is not always positive or significant.

The difficulty that financing constraints have in explaining investor behavior
is consistent with two perspectives. First, investors may be less financially con-
strained when purchasing residential properties, especially those investing in rel-
atively less expensive properties. Second, financing constraints may tighten with
property price increases due to the high cross correlation between property prices
and a higher minimum down payment mandated by the government. Specifically,
an increase in equity arising from price appreciation corresponds with the need for a
larger down payment as well as a larger loan to purchase an upgradewhose price has
also increased.

In unreported results, we test an alternative wealth proxy by including a unit’s
original purchase price as an independent variable. A higher purchase price is likely
associated with greater wealth, and therefore weaker financial constraints. How-
ever, adding this control does not alter any of our reported results and its coefficients
are generally insignificant.

D. Mean Reversion

Another alternative explanation for our results is an expectation of mean
reversion in property prices, which might make owners more willing to sell when
there is a higher gain. Table 12 reports the autocorrelation in market-level price
changes at both an annual and quarterly frequency. These price changes are defined
as the percentage change in the market-level PSF over the specific horizon.

At an annual horizon, the autocorrelation in market-level prices is statistically
insignificant. At a quarterly horizon, only the first lag is positive as the coefficients
are mostly insignificant for additional lags. Thus, market-level price changes in
Singapore are not mean reverting. Instead, the positive quarterly autocorrelation

TABLE 12

Autocorrelation in Property Market Returns

Table 12 contains the coefficients from regressingmarket-level property returns on lagged returns where returns are basedon
percentage changes in the market-level per square feet (PSF) of condominiums in Singapore every quarter or year. The
market-level PSF each period is computed by averaging all transactions within each condominium project during a period,
and then averaging these condominium project-level PSF averages. t-statistics are in parentheses with *, **, and ***
representing the statistical significance of the estimated coefficients at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Quarterly Horizon Annual Horizon

RETURN t � 1 0.590*** 0.714*** 0.694*** 0.694*** 0.160 0.208 0.251 0.454
(6.03) (5.93) (5.61) (5.47) (0.61) (0.75) (1.04) (1.35)

RETURN t � 2 �0.209* �0.139 �0.135 �0.256 �0.250 �0.316
(1.74) (0.92) (0.88) (0.92) (1.05) (1.18)

RETURN t � 3 �0.105 �0.115 0.330 0.385
(0.85) (0.74) (1.33) (1.38)

RETURN t � 4 0.013 �0.172
(0.10) (0.59)

INTERCEPT 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.036 0.047 0.056 0.043
(0.78) (0.97) (0.96) (0.90) (0.88) (1.06) (1.43) (0.93)

No. of obs. 70 69 68 67 16 15 14 13
Adj. R2 0.339 0.358 0.358 0.346 �0.044 �0.060 �0.017 �0.063
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implies that selling a unit with a gain or continuing to hold a unit with a loss are
suboptimal decisions.

In summary, while sellers may expect mean reversion in property prices,
there is insufficient empirical evidence of mean reversion to justify holding units
with a loss or selling units with a gain. Kaustia (2010) also concludes that a belief
in mean reversion does not explain the relation between realized returns and
trading behavior.

E. Consumption Motive

The consumption motive underlying property purchases is unlikely to con-
found our main results that examine units with a short holding period where
investment is a more likely motive. Furthermore, the high correlation between
unit-level prices in Singapore implies that households are not disadvantaged by
selling their unit at a loss when property prices are low in order to purchase a
different unit with a similar expected return that better suits their consumption
preferences.

Furthermore, unlike the stock market where dividends or partial liquidations
can finance consumption, householdsmust sell their unit and “downsize” to convert
property gains into consumption. However, these transactions are unlikely to
drive our results since the average unit in our sample is relatively small at 1,300
square feet.

VI. Conclusion

The preference to sell positions with a gain compared to those with a loss is
often referred to as the disposition effect. Instead of conditioning exclusively on the
difference between gains and losses, realization utility (Barberis and Xiong (2012))
conditions on the magnitude of a seller’s gain. Intuitively, realization utility asserts
that the larger a gain, the greater the utility associated with its realization. As fewer
gains remain unrealized as they increase in magnitude, sell propensities increase
with the magnitude of gains.

Using real estate transactions where the return since purchase can be accu-
rately measured, we find that capital gains exert a significant impact on selling
decisions. Sellers with a capital gain are more likely to sell their property than those
with a capital loss. Consistent with realization utility, sell propensities increase for
those with larger capital gains, resulting in sell propensities that are flat over losses
and upward sloping over gains. We argue that the large size of real estate invest-
ments increases the salience of purchase prices and makes realization utility more
applicable. An analysis of a stock brokerage data set provides additional support for
realization utility. Specifically, among large-sized stock investment transactions,
sell propensities are also flat over losses and increasing in gains.

In summary, our empirical evidence demonstrates that sell propensities
are influenced by realization utility. Although data from Singapore’s real estate
market ensures the accuracy of our return estimates, our results for stock invest-
ment transactions suggest that realization utility applies to markets where large
transactions involve salient reference prices and distinct mental accounts.
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